
3. NEUTRON INDUOED REACTIONS

CHAPTER. 3

NEUTRON INDUCED REACTIONS

I. General Principlea

If a moving particle collidea with another one, kinetic energy is
exchanged between them in agreement with the laws of conservation
of~ and of moment~m.• If the potential energy of the system
re~ama unaltered, the kinetl. energy being conserved during the
collision, the phenomenon is called eluti. scattering.

The scattering is inelasti. if one of the particlea is left in an excited
state after tbe col1ision. During an ineJasti. collision with a bombarding
particle, an atomi. nucleus can preeent several phenomena:

The nucleus is merely excited wa higher energy level, from which it
returns to the ground state by emission of one or more photons.
Example: during inelasti. collision of Au with ca. 1 MeV neutrons
260 keV y.radiation is emitted. '

, The incident partlele is captured and a "compound nucleus" is formed
which ia either stable or radIoactive. The mass of thia compound
n~cleus ia, however, smaller than the sum of the ma.... of the
onginal nucleus and of the in.ident psrticle. Hence photons (prompt
g~mmas) are emit~ ~th an energy, determined by this mass
di1l'~~ce, by the kinetIc energy of the incident particle and the
eXCltetlon levels of the compound nucleus. This phenomenon ia
~ually called radia~ve capture, represented by the (n, y) symbol,
I.e. the (n, y) reactIon.

The incident particle ia captured and another elementary particle is
emitted, e.g. a proton, ,,-particle, neutron, etc. i:e. (n, p), (n, "),
(n, n'J, (n, 2n), ... reactions.

At very high energiea, spallation, fragmentation and fission of the
compound nucleus ia possible.

It must ha borne in mind, that thlll'G ia a difference between non.
elastic and inelastic scattering. Non-elastic scattering ia by definition
the total oroas aeotion minus the elastic scattering, i.e. the inelastic
scattering plus all other reactions. In many casea it ia the same as the
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cross section for inel..tic scattering (e.g, bismuth in the MeV region).
but should bc carefully distinguished from the latter, because of the
experimental methods involved and the possibility that in some oasea
they may be markedly different.

Witrun the scope of this book neither the fragmentation, spallation
and fission reactions nor the elastic collisions are of intereat. The most
important are those where nucleons are only reorganized. Those
reactions aro of the general type A + a .... B + b or abbreviated
A(a, bIB. The fonnalism of nuclear reactions is similar to chemical
reactions. One can state: the original nucleus A reacta with projectile a.
Conning product nucleus B, whilst a particle and/or photon b ia emitted,
liberating or absorbing an energy Q, Hence: A(a, bIB + Q. IfQ > 0,
the reaction is exoergic; for Q < 0 the reaction ia endoergic. As for
chemical reactions, one can speak of an "activation energy". Indeed,
even for exoergi'; reactions a <.rtain energy is often needed in the
fonn of kinetic energy of the projectile; this is the case for particles
with a positive charge: p, d, t and ".particlea and heavier positive
ions, because of the Coulomb barrier around the nucleus:

ZAZ.e"
E. = --- (3.Ia)R,

where ZA, Z. = number of protons of A, and a respectively.

e = electron charge = 4.8 x 10-10 e.s.u.;

R, = RA + R.

If RA and R. are expressed in FenniUliits (10-11 em), then

ZAZ. 3 bE. = 1.44ll; (MeV) ( .1 )

The nuclear radius may be estimated from eq. (3.30).
For a neutron (Z. = 0), whlll'G E. = 0, no activation enOl'gy ia

needed. Hence. the capture of .low or thermal neutrons ia usually a
Cavorable proc.... also because the average binding energy per neutron
amounts to ca. 8 MeV.

Not.: The Conlomb barrier represents the repulsion between ~wo

Iike.charged particles. It affecta not only charged particles coming
into the nucleus, but also charged particles leaving the nucleus (see
section IUB of this chapter).

The comparison with chemical reactions also holds for the "com-
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pound nucleu," (eee further), which can be compared with thc
"activated complex" in chemical kinetics.

An important difference between chemical and nuclenr reactions is
due to the fact that the Q.valuea are not ofthe same order ofmagnitude
nl. in the MeV range for nuclear reactions and in the eV range for
molecular reactions.

n. Properties of Nuclear Reactions-Laws of Conservatton

,...
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E:tampl.: "Al(n, y) "AI + Q

~ m, = 26.981535 + 1.0086554 = 27.9?02oo a.m.u.

L mp = 27.981008 + 0 = 27.981908 a.m.u.

~ "" _ ~mp = 0.008292 a.m.u.,Q = 931 x 0.008292 = +7.7 MeV

(7.7 MeV is the excitation energy of the compound r.ucleus; this enerKY
is liberated as y-energy). The remaining "AI nucleus is radioactive.

m. The Q-V&lne - Threshold Reactions

where m is in a.m..u.
Considering the mass balance, the rel\Ction is called exoergio if

~ mp < f n1f, i.e. Q > O. Aa no activation energy is needed for

neutrons, the reaction will take place with thormal neutrons.

There is no change in total charge: LZ - constant.
There is conservation of total energy (E) and of total momentum (mv).

Aa already stated, chemical binding energy and corresponding forces
can be neglected in this connection, except in some reactions with
very slow neutrons. Conservation of energy does, however, Include
the energy, corresponding to the change of mass during the reaction;
this is, indeed, the most important fraction of the available kinetic
energy. If the total mass diminishes, the corresponding energy
(E = mc') is thus released as kinetic energy of the emitted particles,
or as energy of the emitted photons, and of thc residual nucleus B.
The mass difference in atomic mass units (a.m.u., "0 scale), multi·
plied with 931, gives this energy in MeV. Tables with isotopic masses
can be found in Ref. I.

(3.4)

(B) DEJ'INITlON OF TJrnESHOLD ENERGY AND EFFEOTIVlI: TJrnEllHOJ..D

ENERGY

If ~ "'p > ~ m" the reaction is endoergic (Q < 0). Hence, the

incider.t neutrons must have sufficient kinetic energy, so that the
reaction can take place (fast neutrons).

For the.. reactions there is a so·called threshold,j.e. the minimUm
energy at which the reaction is possible (ET). E .. is not only a function
of the calculated Q.value «0), beoause part oUhe kinetic energy of
the incident particle is only used for the recoil of the compound nucleus
as such, without contributing to the increase of the total mass. E.. is
somewhat higher than - Q, namely:

where" for neutron irradiation, ma ~ l.

E:tampl. I: 120(n, 2n)110 + Q, or ao ..... "0 + n + Q

~ nil = ooסס12.00 a.m.u.

L mp = 11.011433 + 1.0080554 = 12.02OQ98 a.m.u.
p

L m, - L nip = -0.020098 a.m.u., Q = -931 x 0.020098 =
, p -18.71 MeV

ET = 18.71 x 13.0086054/12.o00ooo = 20.3 MeV.

If a nucleus is bombarded with ne'ltrons of energy ET' this will
just be sufficient for the mass increase of that particular endoergic
reaction, the emitted particle having theoretically zero kinetic energy.
In thc 'case of (n, p) and (n, <x) reactions this particle has, however, a
positive charge and must have, according to the classical theory,

\'
l,

(3.2)

(3.3)Q(MeV) - 931(~ m, - Lmp)
• p

The Q.value is defined as

Q = 0'( ~ m, - ~ mp )
lnt1'.1 pro~u~

or

(A) DEFINITION OF TIlE Q.VALUlI:
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Fig. 8.1. Doflnltlon of ofTootivo threshold (2). (Pormi.oaion of Hughoo, D. J.,
Pile N"utron RuearcA, 1953. Adiaon.Wesley. Reading. Mae8.)
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V of this chapter), the reaction rate as a function of energy ~be
given by I(E)a(E). This product, the so·called "response function", is

also plotted in Figure 3.1. The total reaction rate iaf: a(E)/(E) dE,

i.e. area AIlC. In fact it is this resp0Il!le integral which results directly
from the measurement of the induced activity. Note that a(E) is pro
portional to the penetrability P(E) (c/. eq. (6.1)).

According to Hughes (ref. 2, p. 96) an effective threshold Eoll can
be defined so that area AIlC ia "'lua,1 to area. DFC, or area AIlD equal
to area BFC, and that the observed reaction rate is in fact the same,
as if all the neutrons abovc J!J.1t are equally effective in producing the
reaction, but none below this energy.

In other words: the value E.1t is chosen in such a way, that the alE)
or probability curve ia approximated by a step function a(E) - 0 :01'

E < E.It; ale) = a.1t for E <!: E,It and that the condition

f;. a(E)/(E) dE = a,lt f;.. /(E) dE (3.5)

____--"(J'l.!.!.

HE)IIEI

I

Q = -0.0034458 x 931 MeV = -3.21 ~IeV

E.. = 3.21 x Z2.9491794/51.940514 = 3.27 rv!eV

E l.44x23 x 1
• = 1.5 x 5~1" + 1.5 x p,' '" 4.7 MeV

Ezaml'l. 3: ftlli (n, ,,) ~;V

r m, - r mp = 55.9467104 - 55.947404 = 0.000685 a.m.u., ,
Q = -0.64 MeV and E.. '" 0.65 MeV

E l.44x23x2
• - 1.5 x 521" + 1.5 x 41/. '" 8.3 MeV.

o

This is important for activation analyais. Although E1! for the
reaction ''Mn(n, ,,) ia lo,ver than that for the reaction ''Cr(n, p), ita
Coulomb barrier ia considerably higher. Hence it is possible to deter.
mine chromium via "V without interference frOIll manganese, when
using 7 MeV neutrons, for illlltance (variable.energy cyclotron, aee
chapter 7, section IYB).

Obvioualy, the penetrability of the charged particle increases with
E - E1! (see Figure 3.1). In the caae of reactor neutrons, which are
not monoenergetic, their energy diatribution I(E) muat be considered
(fission apectrum);/(E) is the fast neutron llux density per unit energy
interval (see this chapter, aection V, C3b). If the probability for the
nuclear reaction is represented by a(E) ("cross section", see aection
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aufficient energy to overcome the barrier before a reaction can proceed.
In the quantum.mechanical treatment of tho aame problem, there
exists a finite probability for reactions to occur with particles having
leas energy than in the Coulomb barrier treatment, by a mechanism
called "tunnelling" (see chapter 6, section IA1). In practice, however,
thia probability dropa rapidly as the energy of the particle decreases
below the barrier restriction. The Coulomb barrier for a given reaction
can be calculated by means of eq. (3.1b) and (3.30) and will be at an
energy higher than E1!. It is obvioua that ZA and R" are the charge
and radiua respectively of the product nucleus.

E:rampk 2: :lCr(n, p) ::V
r m, - r mp = 52.9491794 - 52.9526252 = -0.0034458 a.m.u.
, p
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it fuJ1illed; ,,~¥tthe reaction cross section for a penetrability _ I,
i.e. the maximum value of the ,,(E) curve. In moat cases ",.. can
approximately be replaced by the cross section for 14 lIeV neutrons.

, In nearly all cassa the1(6') distribution used in this method for deter.
mining B'Il it taken equal to tho 5ssion neutron spectrum (see equation
3.37). The beat method for determining the effective tbreahold en;"'gy
of a reaction is to derive it from the experimental excitation funotion,
(instead of the theoretical ,,(E) or PIE) function, see eq. (6.1» using
the definition of E.1t and ",It 6.lI given by Grundl and Usner (3) and
performing the ealoulations with a computer. There is also a semi.
empirieal approach, described by Jung (4). In this book, reference will
always be made to Figure 3.1, taken from Hughes (2).

Note that E,lthas no exact physical meaning, since it depends 011 the
form of neutron spectrum, whioh can be slightly different for different
reactors and/or irrsdiation positions.

The difference E'll - E'l' is obviously a funotion of the oharge of the
nucleus and of the emitted particle, as appears from Figure 3.11. 'rhe
.timated elfeotive thresholds in a llosion Ipeotrum for the above
examples 2 an~ 3 are thus E'll ~ E'l' + 4 ~ 7.2 MeV and E,It ~ B'l'
+8 ~ 8.6 MeV respectively. For the reaction ·'Al(n, «)UNa, having an
E'l' = 3.3 MeV, one finds E,It ~ 3.3 + 5.2 ~ 8.5 MeV.

Some reactions are called threshold reactions, although Q > O. In
this case B'l' < 0 (equation 3.4), but Bo and B,It > O.

Ezamplu:
E'l'(MeV) E,.(MeV)

"Ni(n, p)"Co -0.64 2.6-4.1

UCl(n, pluS -0.62 2.5

"Zn(n, p)"Cu -0.21 4.6-4.8

"Fe(n, «)I1Cr -0.87 0.1

Practically one can say that, after oolliaion of .uch a nuoleua with a
thermal neutron, tbe reaction is possible; however, the "produced" p
or «.perticle cannot emerge from the compound nucleua and no
reaotion occurs. Actually a (n, p) or (n, ox) reaction will take place with
fast neutrons only.

Obviously, for calculating the threshold encrgy in this case, equation
(3.4) must be replaced by

E'l'(MeV) = -Q(MeV) (3.6)

)

(,
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This value takes into account the potential barrier energy of
the particular nuclide and tho energy distribution of the neutrons in
the reactor. .

(0) OTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN CoNNECTION WITH TlI:B Q.VALUE

Considering the mass and kinetio enorgy of the nuclei and particl..
involved in the nuclear reaction, Bud starting from the law of conser·
vation of energy, it can be proved (see e.g. ref. 5) that

Q _ Eo (1 + :;) - E+ - :;) 2,j(m.:.;moEo) cos 8(3.7)

on condition that A is initially at rest and that the energies are not too
high; 8 is the angle between the incident (directed) beam of a and the
emission direction of b. This classical expression thus relates striotiy
the energy Boand the emission angle 8, assuming a directed beam a.

ErrampT..: The exoergio reaotion T(d, n)'He with a beam of 100 keV
deuterons produces neutrons, whoos energy varies from 14.64 MeV in
the direction of the beam (8 = 0') to 13.49 MeV in the opposite
direction (8 = 180'). Average value: 14.06 MeV.

T(d, n)IHe: f m. = 3.~160404 + 2.0141022 = 5.0301516 a.m.u.

Lmp = 1.0086654 + 4.0026036 - 5.0112690 a.m.u.

•L "" - Lmp = 0.0188826 a.m.u., Q = + 17.58~V, .
without taking into account the contribution of the deuteron (kinetic
energy of 0.1 MeV). The released energy is distributed between the
reaction produota, inversely proportional with their masses, nI.
4.0026036 a.m.u. ('He) and 1.0086654 a.m.u. (In) (total mass 5.0112690
a.m.ll.).

Thus tHo: 17.57 x 1.0086654/5.0112690 = 3.54 MeV

In: 17.57 x 4.0026030/5.0112690 = 14.04 MoV (E.).

The value of Eo can also bo calculated from eq. 3.7, setting
8 = 00°, cos 8 = O. One finds 14.07 MeV.

The distribution of the noutron energy as a funotion of anglo is given
in Table 3.1, taking into account the kinetio energy of the bombarding
neutrons. This is of interest for the study of the neutron generator.



(A) MODELS Olr NUCLEI

IV. Model. of Nuclei - Compound Nucleu. - Excited States in
Nuclear Reactions

It is obvious that several Q.values can exist for the same target
nucleus and the same bombarding particle, ifmore than one reaction is
poasible.

It i. interesting to consider here the behavior of the nucleu. during
the nuclear reaction. Like an atom, that include. a .y.tem of electrons,
the nucleu. (particularly a light nucleu.) can be comidered as a system
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(D) NUCLEAR RlLl.OTIONS-COMl'OUND Nuor.Eus

If some particle interact. with the electron cloud of an atom, it
collides with only one particular electron. In the case of the shell model,
the same picture .hould be expected for r.actions in the nucleus.
However, owing to the "dense" strncture of'the nucleus, the processes
are dift_rent. The mutual interaction of the nucleons is 80 .trong, that
the impact energy of the incidcnt particle is very rapidly distributed
over the whole nucleus. The nuoleu. remains in an excited .tate,
during a certain finite time (about 1O-1LIQ-" .), which is long com·
pared to the time required to traverse the nucleu.: if E. - 100 eV,
v. _ 10' em S-1 and I = 10-11 cmllO' cm .-1 - 10-11 •• Hence one
can .tate that the nucleu. has captured the neutron and that there
exi.t. a "compound nucleu." (Bohr, 1935) comparable to the "acti.
vated complex" in chemical kinetics; .x. "AI + n -+ "AI'.

The cc;mpound nucleu. i. highly excited (.ymbol .) due to the high
binding energy of the neutron, plus possibly it. kinetic energy. De
excitation i. possible in sev.....1 ways, e.g. by emission of a particle
(p, ~, n, 2n, d ..•) or of electromagnetic radiation (y). Each of these
proce.... has a certain probability, independent of the way of forma
tion of the compound nucleus (due to the rapid distribution of the
incident energy over all the nucleons) but only dependent on its excita
tion level.

~l~~

or nucleon. and described by a "shell model" with qu.ntum numbers.
The behavior of the nucleons in the nucleus is, however, 80 complex
and their interaction .0 .trong that it becomes difficult· to .tudy details
or the nucle.r .tructur. and .tati.tical m.thods, treating th. nucl.us as
a whole, are a b.tter approximation of the probl.m. ~,'h. "uniform
model" (Wiguer), the "liquid drop model" (Bohr, Wheeler, Frenk.I)
and the "collectivo model" (Bohr, Mattelson) .tart from that point of
view.

Th. "liquid drop modej" has found much application in the .xplana
tion or nuclear reactions and i. of intere.t within the scope of.this book.
In this model, the nucleus i. compared to an incompressibl. liquid drop.
Th. nucleons are moving in the nucl.u. With a certain kin.tic .nergy,
comparable to the th.rmal movem.nt or molecules in a liquid drop.
Increasing temperature causes evaporationofthose molecules; similarly,
the nucleon. are said to evaporate if tho nucleu. is .ufficiently excited.

,
!

i.!'
I

14."
14054
14.06
13.61
'130'2

Neutron Energy (:\loV)

14.6'
1U6
1'.06
13.65
13.'9

100 keY deuterons 150 keY deuterons

Q, = 7.7 MeV

Q. = -1.83MeV;
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TABLE 3.1

o
'5
90

135
180

Neut.ron energy from the T(d, n)-He reaction ILl ,.

funotion of &ngto (Uter PrueJ'bommo (0) )

8 (d~greeo)
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ET = 1.9 MeV;
E.w= 4.4-li.4 bfeV

"AI(n, ~)"Na + Q.; Q. = -3.14MeV; E T = 3.31IeV;
E.w= 7.3-8.8 MeV

Bombardment with I MeV neutrons will only produce the (n, y)
reaction (and particularly scattering, this phenomcnom having an even
greater probability for light elements, see further). With increasing
neutron energy, the probability for (n, p) and even (n, ~) reactions will
al80 increase (ef. Figure 3.1, Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17).

Emmph:
"AI(n, y)"Al'+ Q,;

"Al(n, p)"Mg + Q.;
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GROUND STATE0------.----"-
Fig. 3.2. Energy levels DC compoWld nucleus, forined. by neutron capture

in atAI with a binding energy of? 7 MeV (2). (Permission of Hughes, D. J't pa,
Neutron BUe4rch, U!53, Adiaon·Wesley, Reading. M&8lI.)

t1l1~5
\lt~

energy of the weakest bound nuoleon, and from which deexcitation
occurs by gamma emission and virtual states. from which de
excitation by emission of gamma rays or nucleons is possible. With
incressing excitation energy the level density incre&BeB (see Figure 3.2).

Experimental evidence for these excitation levels is found during
the capture of nucleons. The compound nucleus a formed has an
excitation energy corresponding to the m&88 difference A + ...- a
(=binding energy of nucleon .., e.g. 7.7 MeV for a neutron in '"AI).
plus the kinetic energy of the captured nucleon.

INCIDENT
9.7 MeV VIRTUAL--- . 2MeV "NEUTRON

LEVELS ENERGY
.~

8.7MeV 1MeV

7.7NeV OMeV
EXCITATION

ENERGY

BOUND
-LEVELS

NEUTRON
BINDING
ENERGY

jEj
I

I
I
i
!
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Several deexcitation proc..... are 8Omet·imes probable. e.g.

21m
A1

\' \
. ~<.o 0\'\

~,' 4'
\'1.'0 o~\~

" ~~' 21

"".~ "<

2n . ''''z 24Na

~2SAI

26
A1

Generally: A + ...... 0*; O* .... B, + h, + Q,.orO* .... B. + h. + Q.,
eto.

The probability for one of the.. reactions after neutron capture is
given by the corresponding "cross Bection": a(n. pl. a(n, ,,). a(n. y),
a(n. 2n). Their values at 5 MeV neutron energy are:

a(n. p) = 0.03 bam

a(n, ,,) = 0.001 bam

a(n. y) = 6.10-' bam

a(n. n) + a(n. n') = 0.8 bam

a(n,2n) = .••

a(n. z) is the probability of capture of a neutron multiplied by
the relative probability of emission of z (Bee further).

The notion "cross ..ction" and the corresponding unit (barn) are
given in section V A. The influence of the neutron energy on a is
treated in this chapter. section V C.

(0) ExCITED STATES

Considering the excitation levels of the compound nucleus, one can
distinguish bound states. whose energies are smaller than the binding

This total amount can exactly coincide with an existing energy level
of the compound nucleus. In that case the reaction will occur with & high
yield (resonance) (Figure 3.4). From the resonance energy. the nuclear
energy levels can be oaloulated.
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V. Cross Seclions in Neutron Induced Reactions

(A) DEFINlTlON

If a target with N nuolei per om", each of them having an effeclive
area

(3.12)

(3.10)a = ?TR~ (in emIl

is placed in a neutron beam (flux cp neutrons om-'s-I), the number of
collisions will be given by

collisions per om" per. = cpaN (om-I S-I) (3.11)

The assumption is ,made that "overlapping" of the nuclear areas is
negligible, i.e, the terget must be a very thin foil.

The Dumber of collisions can also be considered as proportional to
the flux and to the number ofterget nuclei per cm", the proportionality
constant being the oross section of the nucleus.

This simple oonsideration leads to the d.finition of the collision oross
section

collisions (om-Is-I)
a (cm l

) - -;---::;:::;;,;;;:-==-;:
001 cp(cm•.I. I)N(om-l )

The cross seotion is expressed in units of area (em'), or better in
bams, abbreviation b(lb = 10-" em '). Indeed, the radius ofa nucleus
is given approximately by eq. (3.30), so that, for A = 125, R ~ 7.5 X

10-11 om; hence a - "R' ~ LIS x 10-" em'. Hence a appears to be
of the order of a few barns and this is why the unit is 'so ohosen. Parts
of the bam are: mb - 1O-l b and ~b - 1O-'b.

If the neutron. are multidirectional - as is the Oase in a reaotor - the
neutron flux is more conveniently defined as the produot of the neutron
density timea the neutron velocity. Within the scope of this book,

The physical meaning of a will be discussed under seotion V A of
this chapter.
Be1ll4rlc: If the nucleus is very highly .xoited (> 15 MeV) several
nllcleons can be emitted at the samo time. Aa 1 eV correaponds to
about 11,000·0, such a nucleus is said to have n very high nuclear
temper'ature and the corresponding emission phononcmon is called
"evaporation",
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Emmple: During the neutron irra.clintion of '''Rh, a lO'Rh compound
nucleus is formed, with a resonance at E. = 1.260 eV. 11,e binding
energy of a neutron in RhO is 6.8 MeV (see Ref. 7), hence one can stllte
that 6.8 MeV + 1.260 eV is a virtual stllte of the 1·'Rh compound
nucleus (cJ. Figure 3.2). Deexoitlltion from this level by y.emission
ooours very rapidly aftllr the neutron capture (-4.10-'''), forming
lO''"Rh(T,/ , = 4.3 m) nnd 1·'Rh (TIl' = 44 s), whioh aro radiMctive
(respeo~ively I.T., fJ- and fJ-, y).

Th... nuclear energy levels are not infinitely sharp, but bave a finite
width, in agrcement with the unl'8rtainty prinoiple of Heisenberg:'

1&
rT - 2" = Ji - 0.61S X 1O-".V s (3.6)

where: T = average life of the nucleus in a given energy level;
I' _ level width.

i.e. if T = 10-11 s, the level width is 0.61S eV. Or, if I' _ 0.156 eV,
as is the case for 1·'Rh, the average life of the nuoleus in that energy
level (6.8 MeV.+ 1.260 eV) is about 4.10-11 s.

If in a given stllte, T is very short (f/Ji large), decay from that &tate
is very probable: r/Ji is a measure for the disintegration probability per
second from a given energy stllte.

A level with I' - 10' eV - 10 keV (T _ 6.5 X 10-10 s) is considered
aI a typloal ",fide level". This case occurs frequently "ith light nuol.i
(eJ. Figure 3.4). If r - 0.1 eV - 100 mV (T = 6.5 x 10-" s) the level
is considered as "typically sharp".

Aa already stilted, d..xcitation from a certain energy level is possible
in several ways: emission of a particle (P, ", n •..) or a pboton. The
probabilitiea for each of th... processea can be expressed as "partial
level widths", rp, r., rD, r, ... .

r - r. + r. + rp+ r. + ... (3.7)

The relative probability for emission of y, n, p ••. is then given by

r.tr, ralf. rplf. . . (3.8)

The overall probability a(n, It) for the reaction (n, It) is given by

a(n, It) - 00 x rz/r (3.9)

where 00 = probability for tbe formation of a compound nucleus
r zlf is defined in equation (3.8).
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Obviously, the total neutron cross section includes the scattering as
well as the reMtion cross section:

(3.13)

Detectcr

tiT - O""bI + a,

determination are described by Hughes (2): the pile oscillator, the
difference <7T - a,. 80me ertrapolation methods. For activation
analysis purposes. the absorption CroM section is of great importance
to calculate neutron shielding effects (see chapter 10).

The activation cross sections <7.... for thermal neutrons mainly
<7(n, ,.), 80metimes <7(n, p), <7(n, ,,), <7(n, f), are most co~only d~ter.

mined from the re.dioactivity of the product nucleus. This determina
tion implies the production of a l'adioactive isotope. Naturally,.<7'"
refers to one particular isotope, hence it is an isotopio cross section;
for monoi8Otopio elementa it is the atomic cross seotion ~ "'ell. For
activation ·an..lysis, the value of <7." allows the calculatIOn of the
induced activity by a given nuclear reaction.

(b) Scattering cross sections••\reusuaUy constant "?th enerll?' in the
thermal region..They are particularly important for light nucle1 and/or
at higher neutron energies.

Physically one dilitingulshes S\lveral kinds of scattering, with corre
sponding cross sections: ooherent scattering cross section (<7ooh), £rea
atom C1'08lI section (<7,.), average sc~ttering cross section (a,), differ.
ential scattering cross section d<7/dD for scattering at a given 80lid
angle ("" 8). .

Within the scope of this book, only a, is of interest.
(c) Total cro.. section <7T. Is determined ~ trs~missionmeasure

ments and is considered to be accurate, as the mte1lSlty of the neutron
beam is meYured without and with the sample reepective1y (Figure
3.3). The presence of the sample in the beam causes the disap~ce
of a certain neutron fraotion either by scattering or by ab8Orption. In
many cases radioaotive nuclides are formed by nbsorption.

Sccttering
I

==:::::JJ- --c!:J--
Neutron Scmple
Source Reaction

(obsorption.
activation )

Fig. 3.3. Apparatus used Cor measuring total neutron oross section..

(B) PRACTIOAL CoNSIDBllATIONS

~~ '0-1" NBUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

~
p.;'~):'
l~;'.-:-J'''..

the "conventional" neutron flux '" (neutrons em-'.-') will be identified
with ,,(neutrons om-I) x v(cm .-').

In the above diacuuion, the actual phcnomena during and particu.
larly after the collialon have not been considerud. There are several
~i~ilities: neutron scattering, elattio (n, n) or inelastic (n, n1;
emJJl8,on of photons or particles: (". ,.), (n, pl. (n, "l, ... If the partial
level width for puch a process is given by r" r•. r.. r•... , the relative
probability for the emission of II: (II: - ,.. n. p, " ...) i. r%tr. where
r - r, + r. + r. + r. (see IV Band Cl.

One partioular possibility of the nuolear reaotion is then represented
by the corresponding reaction cross section a(n, %):

<7(n, 11:) - <7or%tr (3.9)

, aa already stated above. Here. <70 is the probability for the formation
of a compound nuoleus.

1. TMNWU muir.,. or088 .oc/io"8

Thermal neutrons are neutrons having the most probable velocity
Vo of the Maxwellian distribution at 20'C, nl. 2200 mis, or an energy
ofO.OU eV.

(a) Reaetion cross seclions. Refer to all cases in which the neutron
is not reemitted. i.e. to (n. ,.), (n, pl. (n, ,,) and (n, f) reactions. Practic
ally all the reaction cross sections for Z < 88 are for (n, ,.)'s unlesa
explicitly stated.~ will be shown later, the reaction rate in a ;hermal
flux can be calculated from the knowledge of the cross section (<7 )
at the particular velocityvo•on condition thata(v) cd/v. Other autho:"
define the reaction cross section aa the sum of the cross sections of all
interactions, excepting elastic scattering.

The ab8Orption cross sections, <7." are those particular reaction
cross sections .that are measured by observing the reaction itaelf in
whioh the neutron is ab8Orbed. The principal methods ulled for their

The variou. conventions and definitions of thermal, resonance and
fast fluxes and cross sections are discussed by Stoughton and Halperin
(8). Westrott (9,10), Zijp (11,12) and H"gdahl (14). Normally one
distinguishes the following cross sections (Hughes 2 and 13).

c
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ss is apparent in the following examples:

3. NBUTRON lNDUOBD BBAOTIONS

E:mmpk: .

EIemen' ",(b) cr.".(b) a,(b)

Co 100% ''Co 44
So 100% "S.

37.0 7

Mn 100% ''MIl
80 24.0 24

Sb 81,28% IIISb; 42.75" IUSb
15.8 13.2 2.3

Cu 10 8.7 4.3
69.1" "Cu, 30.9" ''Cu 11 3.77 7.0

Ir "'Ir (3U%)}
430 ± 20

"'1r(61.S%) (Cor elemen')

" ... (b)

(
260 ± 100 (1.4 mIl 960
700 ± 200 (74 d) (1.4 m .. 74 d)
130 ± 30 (19 hI
a..o- (0.3S6 " 960) + (0.615 " 130)

_ 4.:50

If.the reaction leads to only one radioactive isotope then a
O'ahl m the case of a monoisotopio element. 'act. z=

E:mmpk:
If by neutron capture stable isotopes lire formed, it is obvious that

aut < CT....

In the case of polyisotopic elements, the same reasoning holds.

~:mmpz.: the absorption and activation Cross sections of the natural
ISotopes of COpper, ''Co and ''Cu, Were determined separately:

Element

)In

s.
100% "Mn
100% "So

O'a. (6)

13.2 :I: 0.4
24.0 ± 1.0

13.4 ± 0.3
.IO± 4(20.)
12 ± 6 (S8d)
20.+Ssd
(20 ... S8 d),
22 ± 2

E:m1J1ple:

Isotopes %abundanOG "'bo "ac1

Cd....lemen' 2,480 ± 100 b

"'Cd l.22 1.0 ± 0.8 b (6.7 h)
tllCd 0.S7
"'Cd U.39 0.2 ± 0.1 b (49 m)
IlICd 12.75
uSed 24.07 30 ± 18mb (147)
tUCd 12.26 20,000 ± 300 b
luCd 2U6 (0.14 ± 0.03 b (43 d)

l.l ± 0.3 b (2.3 d)
tiled 7.8S I.S ± 0.3 b (2.9 h)

to If the values of a.bo are not determined for each of the natural iso.
pea, one can state a,bo - a... (average) _ °

where °_isotopic abundanc.. a,... , + a ....O• ••• ,

Elomen'

Cu "Cu (69.1%)
"Cu (30.9%)

".bo (b)

4.3 ± 0.3
2.11 ± 0.17
de"'=ined al'ler
aeparatlon or
iIotopeo

"&CO (b)

3.9 ± O.S (12.8 h)
1.8 ± 0.4 (8.14 m)

,

i

The neutron absorption is almost completely due to 110Cd (indeed,
20,000 b x 0.1226 - 2,450 b), forming nonactive "'Cd by (n, y)
reaction. Hence a... < a.bo ior this element.

(d) MaerOllcopic cross s.cticn 1:. All the oross sections defined above
are called microscopio Cross sections, as they reier to a parti£nIar
nuoleus. For some purposes, a ma<Toscopio eross seotlon <I:...: 1:,) is
used. defined by

(3.14)

thus taking direotly the density S(g cm-') and the atomic weight A



The oharaoteristio resonance parameters of some important nuclides
are given in Table 10.3.

In the neighborhood of Er, the energy dependence of a(n, y) and ii,
is described by the llreit-Wigner formula, whioh is comparable to the
optical dispersion formula. In section V, 02 of this chapter an interest.
ing·quantity 1, called resonance integral cross section, will be defined.

32 3(NEOTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

of the aample into account: NA - Avogadro's number and N =
number of atoms per cm". Note that tho dimension of :E is cm- l

whereas a is in em". . '
The macroscopic absorption or scattering cross section can also be

calculated if several types of nuclei are present: :E = sum ·of a/Nt.

2. Re80Ilance parameter. •

The literature gives also tables with resonance parameters and
neutron cross seotion curves (e.g.. ref. 13). Indeed, a is energy
dependent and resonances can oocur at certain energies. The data
normally inolude: the resonauce energy E.(Er, Tr), the total level
width I' and the partial level widths 1'., r p' 1'" I'D' 1'( in keY, eV or
mV (-10-1 eV).
RlllIIIJrk: the tabulated values do not always correspond with the drawn
crees section curves, as some correotions are made, such as Doppler
broadening (because the assumption that the nuoleus is in rest is not
~Iways justified), self absnrption, eto.
. For heavy nuclei the resonance is mostly due to IL (n, y) reaction,
for light nuclet, however, to scatwring and sometimes to a (n, ..) or
IL (n, p) reaction, as can be seen from some typical examples, given in
Table 3.2.

(C) CALCULATION OlrREACTION RATES FOR REACTOR AND AOOBLUATOR

IBBADIATIONS .

1. Thermal and epitherrlUll nelllr07l8 in the reactor

(a) G~ner,,1 considerations. 'rhermsJ. neutrons have a most p,?bable
energy of 0.025 eV (velooity Vo - 2200 m/s) whereas neutrons WIth an
energy of 0.1 - 1 eV are sometimes called epithermal neutrons. In
this region cr~ is mostly proportional to E-I/I or to l/v (Ul/••law").
see Figure 3.4. Widely different cr·values are found for different iso·

3. NEUTRON INDUOED REACTIONS

3. Nelllron c,..,.....edion curt/08, aCE)

These ourves represent the eross section as a function of neutron
energy. In most cases the total cross seotion is given (a~), sJ.though
sometimes a(n, y), cr(n, p), a(n, ee), a(n, 2n), cr(n, n') - lrIlleI, ...... (non.
elastio) _ aT - aet, a(n, f) ••• are explicitly plotted, particularly in
recent editions (e.g. ref. 13, 2nd ed.). Normally atomio oross sections
are given, i.e. for the natural element (ex.: ..Cd); if, however, the mass
number of a speoifio isotope is indioated (ex.: '2:Xe, ':1Pm), the cross
section is obviously the isotopio one.

The resonance peaks, as seen in the figures, do not correspond to the
aotusJ. ideal form of that resonance, as the aceuraoy of the measure·
menta depends on the resolution of the apparatus in the energy region
concerned. (This resolution is sohematically represented in the figures

by an equivalent triangle, 1:., d, •••).

E:zample: for the 6~7 eV resonance in uU, the figure (13) shows ar!Er) 
4000 b. With a perfeot resolution, this should be 8000 b. CorIection for

Doppler broadening should finally yield 23,~b.. .•
The oross section curve of rhodium, showmg a typical resonance, 18

represented in Figure 3.4. The cOrIespondiDg resonance parameters are
E

r
_ 1.257 ± 0.002 eV, r. _ 155 ± 4 mY, I'D - 0.78 ± 0.01 mV

ar(Er) _ 5000 ± 200 b"l... _ 650 b (resonance integral, see section

V, 02). F.or thermal neutrons (2200 ms-1
):

aT = 104 b

<i, _ 5.5 ± LOb

(
12 ± 2 b (4.5 m lOCmRh)j (4.5 m -..44 s)

a,be - 149 ± 4 b; era.1 = 140 ± 30 b (44 s "'Rh) 152 b

Level widlha

r, _ 30 ± 5mV, r. _ 0.12 ± O.O~mV

r, - 210 ± 60 mV,r. - 174 ± 10mV

r - 90 ± 10keV, r. - 60 ± 15k.V
r. _ 30 ± 10 keY (r - r. + r.1 r, ~ 0)

TABLE U
Eumpl.. or .......... parametera

Reeonanoe energy

0.433 ± 0.004 eV

45.0 ± 0.4 eV

284 ± 4keV

IIotopo
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(3.19)

topes and no general rule can be given. The values for a2', a... and 0,
for thermal neutrons are given in Appendix I, Table 1.

Thermal and epithermal neutrons mainly give (n, y) reactions - or
....ttering for light nuclei - unleu explicitly stated. Aa (n, y) reactions
often yield stable isotopes, it is obvioua that neutron abaorption not
always induC88 radioactivity, I.e. a... < 110... example lH(n, yj'H
(stable), a... - 0.332 b, a... ~ O.

A table with activation croaa aections is given in the Appendix I,
Table 2•.

(b) Calculation of thermal activation (l/o·absorber). Aa already
stated above (e/. Figure 3.1), the reaction rate can be calculated, if the
neutron energy (or velocity) distribution and the activation Croll
B8Olion curve are known, I.e. dR - alE) x 'P(E) dE or a(v)n(v)v dv
integrated over all the neutron energies (or velocities). .

The reaction rate per target nucleus in a sample, where neutron
attenuation is negligible, can obviously be represented by

R - J: n(v)va(v) dv (3.15)

where n(v) dv is the density of the neutrons having a velocity between
v and II + dv and alv) the activation croaa section for a ne'ltron
velocity v.

Aa mostly a <c l/v, one can write for a p'Jre l/v.absorber

a(v) - a.vJv (3.16)
Hence

R = voa. J: n(v) dv - nv.a. (3.17)

where n =J: n(v) dv is called the thermal neutron density.

Consequently, equation (3.15), which is di1Iicult to handle, can be
replaced by the simple relationship R - "v.a•• or R - 'Poa., where
'P. is the "conventional thermal lIux".

Thus, the reaction rate in a thermal neutron lIux of known density n
can be calculated from the knowledge of the cross section a. at a
particular velocity v., on condition that a(v) <c liv. The. velocity v. is
taken as 2.2 x 10' em S-l, the most probable velOCity of a Maxwellian
diatributlon at 20·0 (corresponding energy 0.025 eVl.1f the a(v).curve
shoWl Imporlent resonance peaks, equation (3.17) must be replaced
by equation.l3.27).

The "ross sections in Table 2 (Appendix 1) are given for this velocity
v•• except in some C&Bel where they refer to an average reactor neutron
spectrum (values with asterisk). The activation crolll sections are for
(n, y) reactions, except when explicitly stated (n, p) or (n, CIt). For
heavy nuclides (Z > 88) the cross section for fission is also included.

For practical use in activation analysis (induced activity calculati~ns,

see equations (5.36), (5.44), (5.52), (5.53), (5.59), or the more practIcal
equation (10.1)), the per cent abundance of the target isotope in the
natural element and the half life of the product nucleus are also given
in this Table.

(c) Thermal absorption. In most cases it is pencissible to use the
2200 m/a croaa section (see foregoing paragraph). The case of neutron
diJl'uaion ia one of the few instances where other values must be used.
Indeed, unlike the case of a reaction rate, which does not depend on
neutron temperature, the diffusion length or mean ftee path I of a
neutron is determined by the absorption croaa section and is obviously
a function of the neutron temperature. It can be shown that the cross
section to be used ill quite epecific the average cross _tion a(V) (0 
average velocity of the neutrons in a Maxwell distribut.ion):

I _ IlL. N,a(ii). (3.18)

where N, _ number of nuclides £per cm';
a(ii), _ averago absorption oross section for £th nuclide, defined

by

_ J>(V)lIa(v), dv

a(v)/ = J;' n(v)v dv

v, corresponds to the cadmium cut-off energy, e.g. 0.55 eV (see VI, A);
n(v) ill the neutron density diatribution per unit velocity interval. If
the analytical expression for nCv) is unknown, an appro:<imate value
for a(ii), can be obtained by assuming n(v) to be a Maxwellian diatribu.
tion function, and settiog v, - 00.

../"'(293.6)I/S
a(ii), - a"2" T", (3.20)

where a.. _ 2200 m/s absorption oroSI section for £th nuclide (see
Table I, Appendix 1)

T", _ Maxwellian temperature.
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A limple way to find equation (3.20) is as follows.

vaao
R - !lugao - nO,,(O) or ..".(0) - Rlllo = -.o

In Chapter 4 (equation (4.17» it will. be shown that the average
velocity of the Maxwell distribution 0 i3larger than the most probable
velocity uo by a factor

hence

2 (1'..)" 1 ..;"( 1'0)'"C7(0) - ugaoluo~ To - "oT 1'.. where To - 293.6°K.

This vaIue ,,(ii) can be used to compute tllermal neutron shielding
eft'ecUI, as outlined in Chapter 10, section n, B, 4b (2).

A cumulative bibliography of the literature on (micrCJScopic) neutron
crou sectiona and aIlied data, caIled CINDA (Computer Index of
Neutron Data) is available. It is intended primarily to indioate where
in the journal and report literature information can be found: it ia not
a listing of the' data themselves (F,.f. 30).

2. lmermtdiale energy - R8801I<IlICIl nwlrons in Ihe rtaelor

, (e) General considerations. "2' chenges rapidly as e function of the
neutron energy, and typicel re'lOn:mces can be observed, different
from element to element. These values of" oannot simply be predicted
for e given element.

As alreedy stated above, the resonances are mainly due to neutron
cspture (n, y). Indeed, in this energy region one can 88.y that normally
r, > r. > rp and r•. It is e8sy to understand that rp and r. are
smalI in this region, becsuse resonance neutrons csnnot sufficiently
excite the compound nucleus to allow protons or ",.particles to pene.
trate the Coulomb barrier around the nucleus. Sometimes, r. > r"
particularly in the ceee of light nuclei and at somewhat higher neutron
energy. The resonance phenomenon is then mainly due to scsttering.

There are quite different forms of resonance, depending on the value
of the resonance parameters (E, and r). Some tJ'Pical examples are
represented in Figure 3.4, with special reference to the nuclide which is
responsible for the resonance. The resonance parameters, corresponding
to the data of Figure 3.4, are summarized in Table 3.3.

"."..........-.--rO'"'T'",....,-,--."......................-......'i'j""""......--, ~
...

..
"

(weq)~

;;;-
C
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i..
TABLE 3.3

Re.onanoe parametera or th. data or Figure 3.4 (13)

ReIonanco energy Level width Remark

(3.21)

E. >t.hermal
energy

E, epitherm. energy
r AS B,
E, epith.erm. energy
r<E.

r. _ 100 ± 20keV
480±Mk.V
300keV
BOOkeV

r._ 40±8keV
140 ± 20keV
60 ± 20keV

120 ± 40keV
60±20keV

r, - 113 ± BmV
(r. _ O.BB ± 0.02 mY)
r, _ 188 ± 4mV

(r. _ 0.78 ± 0.01 mY)

lOB 830 ± &0 keV
1860 ± 20keV
2800keV
4100keV

lO'Rh 1.257 ± 0.002.V

"B 430 ± 10 keV
1280 ± 20keV
1780 ± 20keV
2480 ± 20keV
2880 ± 20 keV

llICd 0.178 ± 0.002 eV

(h) ResollAnce integral cross section. Obviously, a reaction rate in
the intermediate neutron energy region can be calculated if the
neutroD energy distribution and the cross section curve o(E) are known.
In the reactor (equation (4.15» the intermediate neutron energy
diskibution is et:lJE. Hence

l"MIV dE f"' dE
Is = oseE) Ii ~ oseE) 7i

BOd BCd

'" represents the type of nuclear reaction (neutron absorption, aetiva
tion, fission, etc.) and Is is called (absorption, activation, fission, •••)
epicadmium resonance integral at infinite dilution. The definition of
effective resonance integral (corrected for self.absorption) appears in
equation (10.7). The lower limit of the above integral is the cadmium
cut.offEOd (see Figure 3.4) and depends on the experimentsl conditions.
The EANDC" recommends the value Ew= 0.55 eV in equation (3.21)
(15). Some typical values for the effective cadmium cut-off energy in
VanOl,a geometries, calculated according to Stoughton (8) and Westcott
(9,10), are given in Table 3.4.

N
$I

(WIq)?

$I

1
I...

If
..;

S to
ti;

l
70

• Europeo.n American Nuclear Data Committee (15).
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TABLE U
ElI"ocUve codmIum oukfl" ror 1/. aboorbo,. (In oVj (12).

Iaotrop(o neutronlluz denai.ty
Cadmium CoUlmatod
thl._ DOUtron FoU In Cd Bmall aamplo In Bmallaamploln

(rom) beam aandwloh ophorioalaholl o,.1lDdrIoa1 ahon

0.78 0.473 0.83 0.478 0.80
1.03 0.612 0.88 0.618 0.65
1.63 0.687 0.77 0.683 o.e2

The resonance integral I. contains the resonance contribution, as
well as the l/lI-tall (_ Seotion V, CIa), Indeed, in the case oC a single
resonance peak in the aCE) curve, the CI'06S section in the resonance
region can be divided into two pa.rta:

a contribution a,(E), Ideally given by the Breit-Wigner Cormula;
a contribution a",,(E), dus to the Cact that, when no resonancoe
are present, the croae seetion generslly varies 1/0,

The equation:

f.. a(E)~ - J" "",,(E) dEE + f" a,(E) dEE
Bo BOd BCd

is abbreviated as:

I - I"" + I' (3.22)

Numerical values oC I are given in Appendix 2, Tabls I, aCtor normal.
izing to a cadmium cut-off oC 0.5 eV. Numerical values Cor I, I' and
111. are separately 1i.atod Cor some intorsoting nuclides in Table 3.9.

Calculation oC I~ is poaaibls if the resonance parametoro (1'0' 1'"
r, E,) and/or the 2200 m/s crooo soction are knOIVD. Several Cormulas
are proposed in the literature, such as (12)

I:', - (4.10 X W)gl'or./~r (3.23)

where E, is the resonance energy exprsaasd in eV, and the r's are the
level widtho in eV; g is a statistical Cactor depending on the angular
momentum oC the compound nucleus. Another, leae accurate Cormula
is given by Dresner (16):

(3.24)

whcrs a. is the activation crosa section Cor 2200 m/s neutroDS; E. 
0.025 eV and E, and l' oro the neutron resonance energy and width for
the resonance. If ",(E,), the total croae section at the maximum of
the resonance is known, the Collowing equation can be used (_Chapter
10, Table 10.3).

I~ = ."r.a,(E,)/2E, (3.25)

The Ilv contribution depends obviously on the cadmium cut-off
value (see Table 3.4). It can be shown that the expression

f.. "",,(E)~
BOd

equals 0.90 a.: 0.45 a.; 0.424 a. or 0.38 a. Cor ECd = 5 kT; 0.50 eV;
0.55 eV; 0.68 eV respectively (12).

As will be shown further, the knowledge oC I.bo is of intorsot to
estimate neutron shielding effects in reactor positioDS, where the
neutroDS are not well thermalized. In llCction II, B, 4 oC Chapter 10,
some additional information will be given for the actual calculation of
neutron shielding effects if the thermal eraae section, the resonance
integral and the thermal and resonance fluxes are known.

(c) Calculation oC a reaction rats Cor reactor irradiation. If a nuolide
is irradiated in a reaotor neutron spectrum, both thermal and resonance
activation are possible. Consequently, equation (3.17) must be adopted.
The simplest approach has been proposed by Hogdahl (14). The reactor
neutron spectrum is described as the sum oC thermal neutroDS (those
that are absorbed by a cadmium lUter, i.e. integrated from 0 to Ecsl
and epicadmium neutroDS (those that are not abso!bed by a cadmium
lUter, integrated from ECd to 1-2 MeV or to 00). The reaction rate per
atom CIID be represented by

R - r n(v)oa(v) dv - f: n(v)va(v) d~ +f: n(v)va(v) dv

f'· f" aCE)- a.v. n(v) d. + 9'. -Jil dE
o BCd

or
R = n,h••a. + 9',1 (3.26)

whero n,l - neutron deDSity for energies up to the Cd cut-off



R - '''''00'0

where II = tot&! neutron density (0 -+ (0).
Hence: .. ~ ..,.(1 + 0.45"./II'bv.)
As for most irradiation positi"ns tp./"",v. < 1/10, one can conclude
that the first term on the right hand in equation (3.26) is practically
equal to equation (3.17) and tekes the thermal activation almost
completely into account.

3. FIUI MUlrom (> 1 :MeV)

(a) 14 MeV neutrON (neutron generator). The behavior of a will
be considered for 14 MeV neutrons, as this energy region is of great
interest for activation analysis with a neutron generator, using the
T(d, n)", reaction (see Chapter 4. II).

(1) a'J'. For 14 MeV neutrons. a'J' can easily be calculated for a given
element; this was not possible for thermal. epithermal and resonance
neuuona. Tha following equation holda:

(3.29)

~
.'j;F".....,, ,

data for a. and Z are given in Appendix 1. Table 2. and Appendix 2,
Table 1.

For practical uee in activation analysis. reference is made to equation
(10.1), which takes into account the weight of the irradiated element.
the irradiation time and the hili.liCe of the product radionuclide.

Note that for a pure 1/v.absorber (no resonance peaka. Z' _ 0),
equation (3.26) is reduced to

R = "",voa. + 0.45tp""..- II,.voa.(l + 0.45"./II,.v.)

The reaction rate is alao given by equation (3.17):

t,

I

\

j'
•

- f:' "("ld,,;
v, correaponda to the cadmium cut·off energy ECd, e.g.
0.55 eV.

v. = 2200 m/s and a. = 2200 m/s cr088 section; actually one
should write here a,a instead of a•• ~'or most nuclides,
however. a'a approximates a. very closely, nl. if the Ilv
law is followed (S88 also eection 1 of Chapter 10).

tp• .. epicadmium dux density per unit logarithmlc energy
interval (> EOd). Indeed. since in this energy region
(e.g. E, to E,), tp(E) ex: liE. nl. tp(E) = tp,IE the total
intermediate dux density is given by

tp... = fE' tp(E)dE= tp. fE, dElE = tp.ln(EJE,).B, .,

Hence the quantity tp. can be given the interpretation of
an intermediate (or epicadmium) dux density per unit
logarithmic energy interval.

Z - the infinite dilute (epicadmium) reacnance integral =

J
'Iol.V a(E)

-dE'
ECd E •

Z = Z' + Z". = Z' + 0.45 a. fora cadmium foil thickneaa
of ca. 1 mm.

The reason for ignOring the presence ofa flaaiou spectrum in ""luation
(3.26) is that the contribution to the total (n, y) reaction due to flaaion
neutrons is uaually very amaII.

The form of equation (3.17) can be conserved, if a. is replaced by ..
"reactor" cross section artact.ot:

(3.27)
where

a....... = a. +~Z .,,<iD t -#.T.. (3.28)""'v. T111
and II,.V. = 'PIh (conventional thermal dux for neutron energies ~ECd ).

Equation (3.27) allows the calculation of the reaction rate (induced
activity) if 'PIh and "./'PIh ani known. In S""ti"n VI, B of this chapter
a method is described for determining tbeoo quantities. Numerical

,

where the nuclear radius R,. is correlated with the atomio mass num.ber
A by the approximate relationship

R,. =< 1.5 X 10-n A'/1 em (3.30)

This means that a¥" is proportional with A'II and that for all elementa
a'J' haa a value between 1.5 and 6 barn at a neutron energy of 14 MeV.

Ezample: Hg. Caloulated a'J' = 2". X 2.25 x 10-" x (201)'11 em' -
4.85b.
Experi~entalvalue at..., 14 MeV = 4.6-5.2 barn.
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Equation (3.29) seema to be contrary to the definition oC cr_ section
by equation (3.10), due to the Cactor 2. This can be e:q>lai"ed as
Collows: the probability Cor the Cormation oC a compound nucleus is
indeed given by ,,~, but the total cross section includes an additional
"R~ Cor dilI"raction scattering, which does not produce a compound
nucleus (see last two columns oC Table 3.11). Anyway, the correspon
dence between the e:rperimental "2' values and those, calculated by
equation (3.29) indicates that at higher neutron energy the nucleWl
may be considered as a non·transparent sphere and the neutrons as
simple projectiles and that ..2' is directly correlated with the geometrical
dimensions oC the nucleus. This "2' can be rello.rded as s. sum oC the
probabilities for elastic s.nd non·elastic (in many 088es _ inelastic)
scattering (c/. this chs.pter, section 1. Within the scope of this book,
no distinction will be made between ...... and cr•••J.

where

...... - ..(n,2n) + ..(n, p) + ..(n, «) + O'(n, r) + (n, ncx) • •• (3.32)

The numerical value oC ...... Cor 14 MeV neutrons can be calculated
by the Collowing empirical Cormuls. (17)

.....(IUI.Y) =" (0.12A1J1 + 0.21)" bam (3.33)

The calculs.ted value for AI i. 1.02 barn, whereas the e:rperimental
value (13) is 0.99 bam.

(2) ..(n, r). At 14 MeV, the probability for a (n, r) res.ction is small.
The most important phenomena are elastic scattering and inelastic
collision Collowed by (n, 2n), (n, p) and (n, «) reactions. (Table 3.11).
"2' and ..... can be calculated empl,ically by equations (3.29), (3.30)
and (3.33).

Anyhow, the relative importance of the (n, r) reaction decreases very
rapidly with incres.sing neutron energy (Figure 3.11).- For that matter
itO value at 14 MeV Is normally determined by linear extrapolation in
the log .. VI. log E. plot (Figure g.G, ReC. (18)).

(3) O'(n, 2n). At 14 MeV other reactions are Cavored, ps.rticularly
(n, 211) reactions, as can be seen from Table 3.11. In most cs.ses ..(n, 2n)
1'1$ ......(1'1$1..2' or I'I$".~). (0/. equation (3.32) and this section 3, a(l)
respectively).

Obvi01l81y, the cross section Cor (n, 2n) reactions will depend on the
relative excess of neutrons in the target nucleus. A second neutron can,

20GO

G200
G800

4300

0(11, h)

O.G U 2800 7.8 2800
O.G O.OG 2400 (101) U. 2GOO
(10) (22) I GGO (24.Gm) 30

) 1800n 800 (8.3d)
10 13 800
12 12 3-10 2
(37) 120 G20 2.8 I1600(13) 10 1000 8

, VToto-
~

/" (ne)

""~',

n Au ~.
" ,

'"

TABLE U
Some l' MeV neutron Oroall sections (mb).

1
E(MeV)

Fig.3.G. 0 .. 0r-o... 0 .. and 0(0, y) Cor ,,Au a' higher neutron energy (13).

10

j
b

oC course,les.ve the nucleus more easily, if the neutron excess is gres.ter.
As s. m688Ure Cor the neutron excess one normally chooses (N-Z)/A,
where N _ number oC neutrons, Z - number oC protons, A - N + Z
.. maaR number.

UtAy.
,uBi
"'Ag

~ "lAg
"As

~
"Cu
"Cu

10

1

(3.31)U'r =a all + an...
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parameter (N - Z)/A, which was already intl'oducoo in equation (3.34).
The maximal a(n, p) is given by:

a(n, p).... = k eXp (-25.2 N - Z) (3.35)
a.... A

where k(o.-e.) - 0.28 and k(e.-e.) - 0.47.
This means, that the behavior of odd-even (o.-e.) and evan-even

(e.-e.) is not the Same. For even-odd nuclei, no sufficient data are
available. a.... is calculated by equation (3.33).

At 14 MeV, a(n, p) is given by

a(n,p)(U>l.V) _ kexp(_31.1 N - Z) (3.36)
a.... A

where k(o.-<I.) - 0.50 and k(e.-8.) - 0.83.

w u ~ a a a
E(M.VI

Fig. 3.8. Energy dependence of the reaction oroaa section Cor UCu{n.2n)
"011 (20).
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The following empirical relationship between a(n, 2n) and (N - Z)/A
ii valid:
For (N - Z)/A > 0.07:

N-Z
log a(n, 2n) (U >l.V) a 2.473 + 3.48 -A- (mb) (3.34)

For (N - Z)/A < 0.Q7:

N-Z
log a(n, 2n) (I< >l.V) a -0.341 + 42-

A
- (mb) (3.34 bis)

This relationship holds as well for odd-even as for even-even nuclei.

Emmpk: 1IIS;,(n, 2n)"a(D1)Sb, Z _ 51, A a 123, N - 72, (N - Z)/A
- 0.171.

From equation (3.34) one calculatea a(n, 2n) IU >leV) - 1162 mb.
Experimental value: a(n, 2n) (U.O KeV) - 1560 mb.

Experimental values of a(n, 2n) for 14 MeV neutrons are given by
Friedlander and Kennedy (1), Neum and Pollehn (19) and W. Schulze
(18); see Appendix 4, Table 3. Schulze (18) gives alao calculated values
if no experimental data are available. Determining a(n, 2n) experi.
mentally, one often uses the reaction 'aeu(n, 2n)'aeu as a reference
(a - 500 mb, ±5 to 8% at E. - 14.1 MeV). (Figure 3.6).

If a(n, 2n) is plotted va. the neutron energy, a so·called excitation
function is obtained; (n, 2n) reactions are, ofeourse, threshold reaotions,
as at least the binding energy of 1 neutron must be available. At
increasing neutron energy, the reaction yield inereas.. too and a smooth
continuous function of energy is obtained. However, at a sufficient high
neutron energy the yield of the (n, 2n) reaction can decrell3e, owing to
eompeting reactions, which· become more favored. An analogous
phenomenon was already observed for (n, y) reactions at energies
>0.1-1 MeV, see above, Figure 3.5. A typical excitation function is
represented in Figure 3.6.

(4) a(n, p) GM a(n, II). (n, p) and (n, II) reactions are normally thres.
hold reactions too, and similar excitation functiollll are obtained
(Figures 3.16, 3.17).

Some num.erical values of such a curve are of particular interest, nl.
all....'\') and amax: for the reaction "A1(n, II) UNa, amax is at oa.
14 MeV. There exist empirical relationships which allow the approxi.
mate calculation of a(n, p) and a(n, II) in the 14 MeV region (21).
The ratios a(n, p), reap. a(n, II) to. a.... are correlated by the same
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(b) Fission neutrons (Reaclor)

(1) Dejinilit>1l 01 average orOBS sectim (ei) lor a fission. llt1Ilnm ftuz.
Contrary to the neutron generator, reactor neutrons are not mono
energetic. According to Watt (22), neutrons produced by fission of
"'u have the following energy distribution (Figure 3.7):

Some (n, n') reactions, produced in the reactor, are discusaed in
section V, C, 3b oC this chapter.

(6) Oalcu1alion. o/lTla reaction. mi. lor accderalor irradiation.. The
reaction rate per atom i3 given by

R" Iol.V = F. cr" Il.V(S-l) (3.39)

where cr = the 14 MeV neutron cross section Cor the reaction oCinter..t
(see Appendix 4);

F _ the 14 MeV neutron flux (see Section VI, B, 4 oC this
chapter).

For practical use in activation analyeis, reCerence is made to equation
(10.1), which alloWlJ the calculation oC the induced activity, taking into
account the weight of the irradiated element, the irradiation time and
the halC.liCe of the product radionuclide.

where E Is e:rpressed in M.V; for the normalized distribution0 - 0.484.
Cranberg (23) proposed the following modification

I(E) = 0.4527 e:rp (-1.036E) sinh ../(2.29E) (3.40 bls)

Another semlemplriea1e:rpreasion has been proposed by Leachman (24):

I(E) = 0.7725 E'/' e:rp (-0.776 E) (3.40 tria)

Equation (3.40) agrees with the experimental data from 0.076 to
16 MeV; equation (3.40 bis) has been studied experimentally from 0.18
to 12 MeV; equation (3.40 tria) Is a good approximation for the fission
spect."I1I11 <9 MeV. These representations differ only slightly, the
larg..t deviations occurring at high energies. For in.plle measurements
this neutron spectrum is mostly slightly disturbed above 1-3 MeV,
although departure from this distribution Is possible.

As already stated, the cross section for a thr..hold reaction Is energy
dependent (excitation curve). In the case of emission of a charged

Bmmpk: lotAg(n, p)'o'Pd
Experimental value: cr(n, P)(1UI'Y) - 13 mb
Calculated: A - 109, Z - 47, N - 62, C7D.. - 196b cr(n p)• • J , (14M."
-11.2mb. .

Similar relationships are Cormulated Cor (n, cz) reactions:

cr(n, ~~:." = 1< e:rp ( _ 37.7 N~ Z) (3.37)

where 1:(0.-e.) = 0.56 and 1«e.-e.) - 0.92.

cr(n, cz)(1.Il.Y) _ 1< e:rp (-37.8 N - Z) (3.38)
C7D... A

where 1:(0.-e.) - 0.50 and 1«e.-e.) - 0.83.
Considering the parameters in equations (3.37) and (3.38) one can

e:rpeet that in most cases cr(n, cz) willbemaximumat_14MeV as can
be seen from Figure 3.16. '

Experimental values oC cr(n, p) and u(n, cz) Cor 14 MeV neutrons are
tabulated by Friedlander and Kennedy (1), Neuert and Pollehn (19)
and Schulze (18), see Appendix 4, Tables 1-2. The latter author gives
also calculated values if e:rperimental data are lacking. Some selected
reactions are oCten used Cor relative comparative measurements, e.g.

'Li(n, cz)'H cr(l4.1 H.Y) - 26 mb (±5 to 8%)

"AJ(n, cz)UNa cr(I4.1 1l.Y) = 121 mb (±3%)

"AJ(n, p)''1tfg cr(l4.1 1l.Y) = 81 mb ( ±5 to 8%)

(5) Other reactio,... It must be borne in mind that with 14 MeV
neutrons not only (n, 2n), (n, p), (n, cz) and (n, y) reactions are possible,
but also

(n, n')
(n, np + n, pn + n, d)
(n,p + n, pn)
(n, np) or (n, nd)
(n, d) or (n, 'He)
(n,p + n,pn + n,np + n, d)
(n, t) or (n, 2p) or (n, tn)
(n, ncz) reactions

Experimental data are given in ReC. 19.

I
I

~~.

I
i,

I(E)' = 0 e:rp (-E) sinh../(2E) (3.40)
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This quantity is called the responss integral. In fact it is this response
integral which results directiy from measurements with activation
detectors. /(Iii) represents the fraction of the fission neutron flux

between E and E + dE. Equation (3.41) is equivalent with q f: f(E)

dE if Ii is the average cr088 section in a fission neutron spectrum;
q is thus defined D.8 follows:

q _ f: a(E)/(E) dE _ f;,. a(E)f(E) dE (3.42)

I: /(E) dE I: f(E) dE

I.. f(E) dE is mostiy normalized to one neutron cm-ss-'. In practice
o .

it is ii, that for a. given reaction is determined in an unperturbed
fission neutron spectrum, as the response is automatically integrated

, over the whole spectrum. Obviously q can, in principle, I'lso be calcu
I&ted if the energy distribution of the flux and the excitation function
a(E) of the reaction of interest are known (see Section VI of this
chapter).

The definition of aelt is given by equation (3.5). From equatio" (3.5)
a.nd (3.42) it follows tha.t

q I;'~f(E) dE
- =- (3.43)
aelt I: /(E) dE

Some "reduced" cr088 section curves (a(E)/a.~ VI. E) a.re represented
in Figures 3.16 and 3.17.

(2) (n, p) and (n, ex) reacliOll8. Hughes (2) described a. relation between

q for (n, p) or (n, ex) reactions snd the fission integral f;.l(E) dE
(see Figure 3.8); q was normalized to a. "standa.rd size nucleus".

This a.pproach is, however, not completely justified and important
discrepancies between experimental a.nd expected values a.re observed.
Roy and Hawton (25) proposed another empirical correlation between q
and Eelt (Figures 3.9 and 3.10), taking into account a. larger number of
recent experimental data., and normalizing to a. standard nucleus
with A _ 125. (Indeed, a is function ofA, as can be seen from equa.tiOliS
(3.29) and (3.30): a ce A","; if A = 125 is arbitra.rily chosen as the
standard nucleus, it is obvious that any other q has to be multiplied
by a. fa.ctor (125/A)I'" - 25/A","). Plotting 25q/..1"'" versus Eelt for
(n, p) reactions, they find a. different beha.vior· for "odd-A" a.nd

.'
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particle (p or ex) this excitation function is mainly determined by the
penetrabi'ity of the potential barrier around the nucleus (2). It is 0 for
E" E'I' and increases with the neutron energy. It can decrease again
due to competing reactions or because the nucleus becomes transparent
(c!. Figures 3.6, 3.16, and 3.17). At any energy the reaction ""te is
given by the response function a(E)/(E). The integral reaction rate
per 8800nd and per terget nucleus is given by

f: a(E)/(E) dE - f;,. a(E)/(E) cIE (as a - 0 for E < E'I') (3.41)
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"even·A" targets. The beat fit through the experilUent..1 points gives
straight lines, or which the slope apparently differs rrom that or the

6aaion integral f; I(E) dE versus E. a(n, p) ror even.A nuclei is
round to be about seven times that ror odd·A nuclei (see Figure 3.9).

For (n, «) reactlo,na the best fit also does not coincide with the integral
orthe liaaion spectrum (see Figure 3.10). However, significant differences
ror even.A pnd odd.A nuclei cannot be observed.

From theae graphs, the a ror a given (n, p) or (n, «) reaction can 'be

i
!

Fig. 3.9. ld'eaaured values or ci(n, p) tor flseion neutrons. plotted VL Bdt

taken from Roy and Howton (26). 'l'ho dotted line repreeente the integral of the
Aaaion neutron .peotrum.

estimated. Firat, E'l' is calculated from the Q.value. using equation
(3.4) or (3.6). E•• can then be round from Figure 3.11, where Ed - E'l'
is plotted as a function of the atomic number or the target nucleus.
Numerical data for E•• can also directly be round in Ref. 25 or 11.
From Figure 3.9 or 3.10 one estimates 25a/A./. and 6naI1y one calcu.
lates ii.



Fig. 3.10. Jdeuured value. oC 8(n. .) for A.ion neutrons. plotted VI. Zea,
takon rrom Roy ond Howton (26). Tho dotlod Uno rop.....nto tho Integral or tho
fluion neutron .pectrum.

Using this method, diserepan.ies by a faotor of 3 to 8 between
experimental and estimated value are still observed. For that reason,
De Neve (26) proposed·to estimate afor (n, p) and (11, el) reaotions from
the corresponding 14 MeV cross seotlons, where more experimental data
are available (888 Appendix 4).
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le&ving the nucleus in an excitoo. state. Returning to the ground state,
the nucleus emits one or more ,,··rays. These SQ.called (n, n') reactions
lll'e also threshold r...ctions. Indeed. If the "lowest excited" state of
the nucleue lies for instance at 850 kcV above the ground state. it is
obvious th&t the incident neutron must h&ve at least an energy of
850 keV to make possible that partioullll' (n. n') reaction, followed by
emis.ion of ".radiation of 850 keY (as one ,,·ray. or more ".r&ys in

. ,

In & normaJioed fission neutron lIux rO/(E) dE _ I, equation
(3.43) C&Il be written &s •

a/ad - I~/(E) dE (3.44)

i.e. the fission intagr&l, which is represented in Figure 3.8. a., is the
reaction Cl'08ll section for &penetrability _ 1. As seen in section V, C,
3& (4) of this ch&pter, the penetrability for most (n, p) and (n, Cl)
reactions equals 1 at neutron energies ~ 14 MeV. Hence, equation
(3.44) can be appro:rimated as follows:

a/alUl..V - J:e,/(E) dE (3.45)

This relation is valid for (n, p) and (n, Cl) reactions and no different
behavior is observed for odd-A or even-A target nuclei (Figure 3.12).
From this Figure, a can be estimated If au K.V and E.ft (see above)
are known; au K.V can be found in Appendix 4, or estim&ted from the
empirical relationships (3.36) or (3.38) &nd (3.33). In moat cases, the
difference between estimated and experimental values is not larger than
a factor 3.

Numerical data for a(n, p) and a(n, Cl) can be found in Appendix 3.
(3) (n, 2n) rtaditm.!. Less experimental dat& are &vailable for (n, 2n)

res.ctions in a fission neutron spectrum. A plot of 25a(n, 2nlJA'I' va.
E'I' is represented in Figure 3.13. The choice of E'I' instead of E

oB
as a

vari&ble is juetilled as the quantity E.rE'I' does not vary by more tban
1-2 MeV over the whole range of nuclides. This was not the case for
(n, p) or (n, Cl) reactions, as &ppears from Figure 3.11. Moreover, E'I'
is &more &Ccessible quantity than E.ft• The best fit through the experi
mental points yields again & straight line with another slope than

f;/(E) dE. No systematic difference is observed for even-A and

odd.A targets from the experimental dat& available.
Numerical data for a(n, 2n) are given in Appendix 3, Table 3.
As already stated in section V, C, 3a (2), in, ,,) reactions &re unim

portant for fut neutrons (c/. Figure 3.5 and Table 3.5).
(4) (n, n') rMClionl-inela8/ic ,oaUmng. Attention has been paid

to the study of (n, n') reactions in reactor spectr&. A few a(n, n')
values h&ve been determined (see Appendix 3, Table 4) but no
empirical rules have been proposed.

Neutrons of -0.1 to & few MeV can undergo inelastio scattering
with & nucleus. The neutron loses its energy partly or completely,
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This type of "eaotion may be of ane.Iytioal intareat if a atable isotope
gives an isomerio atate of suitable half·life. .

Emmple. '·'Pb; 8 - 22.6%: energy lovela 0, 565, 1633 keV. With
neutrons from oa. 1.6 MeV """Pb is formed (Til. = 0.8 a) whioh
deoays to the ground state by emission of two ,.·rays in cascade (1060
and 505 keV), see Figure 3.15 (taken from ref. 28).

Some other examples are summarized in Table 3.6.

::So NEUTRON INDUOBD RUCTIONS ~

2600, ••• keV. With neutrons from ca. 850 keV inelastio acattering
produoes ,.·raya of 845 kaV.

(2) "AI; 0 = 100%; energy levala: 0, 834. 1015, 2270 keV. With
neutrons from oa. 0.85 MeV, 1.02 MeV and 2.25 MeV one obaerves
,.·raya of 0.847. 1.025 and 2.23 MeV. The exoitation funotions for
the.e (n, n') reaotions and the energy levela of ".'\1 are represented
in Figure 3.14. Data are taken from Hughes (13) and Dzhelepov
(27).• lveN -A TARaJT

000 -A TARan•
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cascade). Plotting atE) VB. E. one will again obtsin an excitation func
tion.

Emmplu.
() liFe; isotopic abundanoe 8 - 91.68%; energy levela 0, 846. ~080.

J
1

'O!

~S
lb •
III

101

68

2.10-1 •
6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

£1 ("'.V>

Fig. 3.13. Meosured valuoo or a(n, 2n) ror Iloslon noutrofll, plotted VL E...
taken rrom Roy and lhwton (25). The dotted line ,.p....nla tho Integral or tho
Oaion neutron spectrwn.
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Reaction '% Til. Ey(keV) E. (keV)

"Br(n, n')"-Br 60.52 4.Sa
"Y(n, n')""Y 100 140 913 913
."Ir(n, n')UI·11 61.5 1l.9d 80 80
....Pb(n, n,)IUIIIPb l.48 68m 912,a7(,899 2186

(DibOll)

TABLE 3.7
Produotion of ucharacteristio" komon with mea.sura.ble half·lite by inelaatio

neutron iiC&ttenng

(5) Responae Junclimw oj lhruoold reaclion.t i" a.fi8.wn. tltlIlron
.pectrum. Apart from ii, defined by equation (3.42). a(E) is also of
great importanoe and it is even more fundamental. If the alE)
ourve is well known fot a given reaotion, average and effeotive 01088
sections oan be derived, snd the effeotive threshold oan be oa.loulated
(eJ. Figure 3.1).

Experimental and oaloulated oross seotion ourve/! or excitation
funotions for some importent threshold reaotions are represented in
Figures 3.16 and 3.17. Aotually, a(E)/aoJr is plotted (reduced oT.088
eeotion ourve). A oompilation of some importent or088 aeotion curves
is given by Liskien and Paulsen (49). The funotion a(E)J(E) is oalled
the response funotion. At higher neutron energy J(E) becomes rather
small in a reaotor, hen.... a(E)J(E) will also deorll&88 and praotioally
one observes a "shifting" of the response curve towards lower neutron
enargy 88 compared to the corresponding orOBB seotion ourve. This
oan be seen from Figures 3.18 and 3.10, where the response fun,otions
of various threshold reaotions are represented.

Graphioal integration of the response funotion allowa the detennin&
tion of Ii (eJ. Figure 3.20).

(6) OalculaJUm oj a reacliM rate in a jiB8iM mulTOn spectrum. The
reaotion rate per atom is given by
D

Some (n, n') reaotions prodU08 new ro.dlonuolides which are not
observed in (n, p), (n. ex) or (n, 2n) reaotions. In cousequen08 they are
"oharaoteristio" for the element conoerned, and tb1s oan be of interest
for analytiMI applioations (18). nata are given in Table 3.7. The first
one bas been alroady praotioally examined by Andera (29).

/

""'t' II! IT

,..0.11.. 65 I
112- ~ 0

/Pb
207

.~

I~
~

Ellpectedrnshotf

~1,,-
1.4 \.8 2.

200

TABLE 3.6
Production or isomers with meuurable hnlt.live8 by inelastio

neutron acattering

150

o

2 26 3.0
E (Mev)

Fig. 3.16..Production DC 0.8 • isomer ("'Pb-) by inelastio ElC6ttor" and
energy Ievekln "'Pb (partly). mg

Reaction B% 2'I'. Ey (keV)
Tbreahold E.

(keV)

uIRh (n, n') n'IIIRh 100 67.4m 40 EyU'Ag (n, n')II'IIIAg 48.65 39.2 • 87
IUIn (n, n1 uS-In 96.77 4.5h 335

Ey
Ey'''S. (n, n1 "'·B. 11.32 2.6m 661 680(E.u", 1.9 MeV)lI'Au (n, n') '''·Au 100 7.40 407, 2'i7 + 130 407lUHg (n, n11t'IIIHg 16.84 44m 388 + 159 627"'Pb en. n')"'·Pb 22.6 0.80 1080 + 686 1633

Bem4rl:: Nuolei CAD a1Io be exoited by other means, e.g. by photoactivation.
. Example: "·Rb(". ,,')u'IIIRh.
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~

R - f- ,,(E)J(E) dE - af- I(E) dE - Ii., (3.46), 0 0

where Ii - tho average C1'08I section in a fiseion neutron spectrum
~ - the "equivalent fiseion dux"

- J:I(E) dE. The determination of, is described in llection
VI, B, 3 of this ohapter.
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Fig. 3.19. Response functiON for some threshold reactioIll.
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Examplt.: "Fe(n, p)'"Mn; a = 0.93 mb - 0.93 x 10-17 om"
I! "'"' _ 7.10" nom-" 1-' and l: - 0.033, if = ~lh - 2.3 X 10"

nom-I s-'. Hence R = a x if - 2.14 x '10" s-'.
For praotioal use in aotivation analysis, referenoe is made to equation

(10.1) whioh takes into aooount the weight of the irradiated element,
the irradiation time and the half.life of the produot radionuolide.
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Fig. 3.18. Reaponse functions tor BOrne threahold react.iona.
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TWa can be ofpractical interest to calculate interferences in aotivation
analysil (see Chapter 10, seotion II, 0), suoh &8:

Determination of Interfering reaotion
Fe in Co "Co(n, p)"Fe
PinS "S(n, p)"P
Co in Zn ... "Zn(n, p)'" "Co
Na in AI "AI(n, «)UNa
?tIn in Fe It. IIFe(n, p)'" "Mn
Co in Ni II••oNi(n, p)'" ''Co
So in Ti ... ", ''Ti(n, p)lt. .,. "So

o.
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•

(3.47)
OR _ activity without Cd foU _ CPlhu. -I- cP'!

activity with Cd foil cP'!
Hence:

OR _ 1 _ 'I'lhU
• (3.48)

cP'!
where I"Ib - the conventional thermal neutron fiux up to the Cd cut-off

(Eed); CPIb = 1lthv• ~ 'W.;
cpo - epicadmium fiux or reaoll&nce fiuJ[ (>ECd)

(equations (3.17) and (3.26)).
It is obvious that the measuroo OR dependa on the sensitivity of the

detector for reaonance and thermal neutrons, so that equation (3.48)
does not directly give the real thermal to resonance fiux ratio, unless
this sensitivity is known (thermal activation cross sectlon u. and
activation resonance integral 1 = I' -I- I". = I' + 0.45 u. for 1 mm
Cd·cover).

In the caae of a l/v detector, such aa B, Na, AI, ••• these calculations
are quite simple (I' - 0). The induced activity under cadmium is,
however, very small, so that very high cadmium ratips are found;
even within a graphite lattice, where the CP'/'P1b ratio can be aa high aa
1/13, one finda cadmium ratios of 33.

For that reaaonone prefers a detector with (a) prominent resonance
peak(.); both with and without cadmium sufficient activity will then
be induced. Widely used detectors are Co, Au and In. However, very
thin foils must be irradiated to avoid thermal and/or resonance sel£.
shielding (Chapter 10. section n, B. 4).

To illustrate the effect of neutron absorption on the determination of
cadmium ratios, Hsgdahl (14) mentions that the uncorrected cadmium
ratio for gold in a pneumatio tube of a reaotor is 12.5 using a 1 mil thick
gold foil. while OR - 5.5 Is found by using a dilute solution of gold
(72 pg Au/mI). The difference Is primarill' due to sel£ absorption of
resonance neutrons. J! gold foUs are used, absorption correotions are
nocesasryl£ the gold thickness eJ[oeods about 0.5 mg/om·. It Is, ther&
fore, advisable to use dilute alloys. e.g. lID.%in aluminium. aa neutron
shielding then becomes negligible. Some e:rperimental data for cobalt
are given In Table 10.4-

J! no sell'abaorption ocours. the ratio resonance/thermal flu can be
calculated £rom equation (3.48). after meaauring the aotivities Induced
in the bare and oadmium covered detector.

141210

<1"10.«)_ 0.61 onb

642 8

E (MeV)
Fig. 3.20. Average Auion neutron ~rolll section per O.G UeV lnte al (,

"'U(n, f) and "AI(n
t

0:). (Gl) rv or

VI. Some Applications oC Neutron.Induced Reactions
,
(A) THE CAmmrn RATIO (OR); TmrnMAL/REBONANCE FLux RATIO

Cadmium haa a very high abso'l'tion Cross section Cor neutrons with
an energy less than ~.~.5 eV (Figure 3.4), due to the reaction
"'Cd(n )'''Cd '''Cd' t >-•y • 's no rawoactive. The effective cadmium cut.off
dependa on the CoU thickne.s and on the geometry (Table 3.4).

.J!a sample during the neutron irradiation is covered ,vith a cadmium
Call oC 0.7-1 m~ thi.ckness, the thermal neutrons arc screened out, so
that (n,y) re~ctlOll8,n the.sample are only possible with uepicadmiumu
neutrons. WIthout cadmIUm cover, activation occurs as well "ith
thermal aa with resonance neutrons.

. ~e meaaured ratio oC the two activitiea Cor a given irradiation posi.
tlon 's called the cadmium ratio (OR) oC the nuclide of interest:
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ThormaI Rabbit Rabbit Rabbit holopo
l'oaillo,u column X 28 X 27 X 28 Train CblUllUll BBU lTN

TABLE 3.S
Codmium raliOi &Dd fan lo thormallluz raliOi in llR-1 (48)

,mmple: Co monitor. "0 - 37.2 b&l'll. 1- 65 bam (+I/....oontribu.
tion). IfORCo - 10.2 Is found. one calculates 'PuJ'I" - (05/37.2) x 9.2
_ 16.1.

The cadmium ratios for some irradiation poBitions in the BR-I
graphite reaotor (Mol.Donk. Belgium)... determined with oobalt.
are given in Table 3.8 (48).

The OR Is often given or measured for gold. By using equation
(3.49) one can find the OR for any nuclide expWlSed in termB oC tbe
OR for gold:

1A "0 • 1543"ORz - I + (ORA. - I) •• - I + (ORA. - 1) 0•• (3.49)
"o,A.I. 98.81.

In the same way the OR for a nuclide can be expressed in terms of the
OR Cor cobalt:

(B) NEllTBON SPECTRA (PABTlOULAllLY IN NUCLEAR REACTORS)

The response of an element in a given neutron spectrum depends on
alE) and on the neutron energy distribution. For a graphite moderated

interfering (n. p) or (n. «) reactions. By Bubtracting the activity,
induced under cadmium. from the tote1 activity. induced in the bare
sample. one obteins the net thermal reaction rate. Interfering reactions
can better be avoided by choosing an irradiation position with a high
OR. Buch as the thermal column, although the aensitivity then d..
cr...... as the total and thermailluxes also deere... (Table 3.8).

The cadmium depresses the thermal lIux density and gives also a
perturbation in the intermediate neutron lIux density. Sometimes it Is
even impossible to use a cadmium. cover••.g. because oC temperature
or Bafety conditions inside a reactor. In an alternative technique two
detectors with dilferent cross aection curves can be used. For loug
irradiationB. the detector couple Ag and Co seemB most suitable:

"Co: "0 - 37.2 b; 1 - 65 b

"'Ag: "0 - 3.2 b; 1 - 4.7.5 b (Cor production of l1omAg)

Absolute counting oC ''Co offs..... no Bpecial difficulties. The standardi•
. zation of 110mAg can be accomplillhed with special counting techniques

(Bum.eoincidence method; semiconductor counting. using the 656 keV
photo peak; the efficiency oC the aemiconductor detector can be deter.
mined by means ofa calibrated mCa-source. E, - 663 keV). According
to Hllgdahl (14) one can write:

R, -''I'th'''' + '1',1, for detector I

R. - 'Pth"O. + '1',1• for detector 2

R, and R. are calculated from the absolute counting if the irradiation
time and the decay time are known (e.g. equation (3.54». hence one
can determine 'I'lh - [....~or.·"v and '1"

'I'th _ R,I. - RaI, (3.51)
aolt - aoll

. R '"'' - R,,,o'I' = • (3.52)
• a.i. - tloll

The assumption has been made that ..IC.llhielding corrections for
thermal and resonance neutrons are negligible.

10.4 7.U
8x10"
. 7.42

1/8.92

4x 10"
lUI
1/18.4

8)( Ion 1.4)( 1011
10.2 10.88
1/12 1/18.7

2x10" 4x10"
S3.8

1/281

65ao $
OR}! - 1 + (ORCo - 1)--' (3.50)

37.21.

Numerical date for "0 and 1 are given in Appendices 1 and 2.
Whatever detector Is used. the OR Is proportional to the thermal to

resonance lIux ratio. The greater the OR. the more the neutrons are
thermalized.

Cadmium cove.. are also useCul to Bcresn out thermal neutrons in
caaea where thermal activation Is undesirable. e.g. for the Btudy Gf the
fsat neutron lIux. see IeCtion VI. B. 3 of this chapter. The OR allowB
the calculation of the net thermal lIux by comcting the induced
activity for the resonance contribution. .... ..ction VI. B. 1 oC thiB
chapter. In some c..... fast neutrons are undesirable. e.g. owing to

t ... equation (3.58).

~

CR(Col

10-./'10t 1/200



or
D - N'PU1"_tor [1 - exp(-~,Jl exp (-~)

where N - number of target nuclei

"....... - given by equation (3.28).

reactor, the thermal neutrona have -In the ideal caso - a Maxwell
diatribution, the reeonanee neutrona follow the dElE.law, the fission
neutrona the Watt distribution (see Chapter 4). To obtain a picture of
the present stage of development In the dctection, dosimetry and
standardization of neutron radiation, the reader is referred to the IAEA
Proceedings of the Sympoaium, held In H&rwell, 10-14" December
1962 (31).

1. Detmni1l4/iO'll 01 1M. l~el'7lUll JlU:I:

~Iost elements have a '" which follows the I/v.law at low neutron
energy. The thermal flux Is determined by e.bsolute counting of the
activity, which during a given irradiation time is induced In I/v
detectors, whose activation oro.. section is accurately known:

"Co: "0 - 37.2 b; lOCo: A _ 4.168 x 10-' S-l

lUAu: "0 - 98.8 b; '''Au: A _ 2.98 x 10-' S-l

To 'avoid self.shielding (Chapter 10, n, B, 4) these elementa are
irradiated as dilute AI.allo18, e.g. 0.1-1 w·%Co or Au in AI. Due to
reeonanee peaks in the ,,(E) curve, they are also activated by reeonance
neutrona. The reaction rate per atom of a "bare" detector, following
the convention of Hegdahl (14), is given by equation (3.26);

R - R.. + R. - 'PU1"o + 'I'.r (3.53)

where R.. and R. - thermal and epicadmium reaction rates;
'Pt. (=II..vo) and '1" - conventional thermal and epicadmium
Jiuxes;
"0 - 2200 m/s activation croas section;
] - activation reeonance integral, including I/v.tail.

The disintegration rate D (di6integrations per aecond) for an irradia. '
tion time I, and a waiting time I is (Chapter 5, aection III and equation
10.1).

D - N.R [1 - er.> (-~,Jl exp (-~) (3.54)

3. NEUTllON mD170ED BlilAOTIONS t'it-'~~l

'!-!tJW
If the detector is covered with cadmium, only resonance (epi.

cadmium) ac!.ivation occurs

D, = N'I'.r [1 - exp (-~,)] exp (-~) (3.55)

The net thermal activation is thus givon by

, D.. = D - D.- N'I'''''o[l- exp(-"',Jlexp(-~) (3.56)

Absolute counting of the induced activitiea D and D. (without and
with cadmium cover respectively) yields 9'.., as "0' N, A, I, and' are
known. It is obvious that alightly different reaults will be found, depend.
ing on the thickness of the cadmium cover (different cadmium cut-off,
see Table 3.2); the departure of the cross section from the I/v law and
the temperature dependence must also be considered in accurate
neutron dosimetry. A practical determination can be found in Ref. 32.
According to Hugh.. (2) the thermalllux at a particular point is known
at beet only to ±5%.

Much confusion is possible if one does not specify what convention
is followed, e.g. whether the reeonsnce integral includea the I/v.tai\
or not. In recent publications there is a preference for the Weatcott
formalism (9,10). Other conventions are those of Horowitz and
Trotiakoff (33) and the unified formalism of Nisle (34). The simplest
approach is that of Hegdahl (14), which was followed in the above
discussion.

As will be explained in Chapter 10, the knowledge of the absolute
thermal neutron lIux is not required in activation anal18is, as a com·
parator method is need in practice.

Absolute counting techniquea are described in Chapter 4, aeotion m,
F.

Hence

2. Determi1l4/ion 01 inlermediale lIeulron .pec/ra

The conventional epicadmium lIux '1', can be determined by absolute
counting of the activity, induced in a cadmium covered nuclide, whoso
resonance activation integ""l] is well known; (equation 3.55). Again,
diluted allo18 should be irradiated, to avoid resonance Self absorption.
When uolng or presenting reeonance integral cross sections, it is neces
aary to state the lower energy limit (e.g. 0.5 eV, 0.55 eV, 5 "1', .. .),
the I/v contribution and the correction factors need. The recommend&-

R. - '1',1

..
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tiOI1l oC the EANDC (European-American Nuclear Data Committee,
ISS Ret. 15) should be Collowed.

Some valueo Cc= reecnance IntegraJ cross sections, as recommended
by the Euratom Working Group on Dosimetry (37) aro given In Tablo
3.9.
, Actually there are no adequate methods Cor the experimental
determination oC 'P as a Cunotion oC E Cor neutrons oC Intermediate
energy (up to -1 MeV). For that reason, this energy region must be
determined by theoretical predictiOI1l from the entire neutron spectrum,
assuming a lIE diatribution In the epica.dmium region. This analysis
should then ba coupled to experimentaJ data from the Cew measure.
ments that are poaaible at thermaJ and high (> 1 MeV) energy.

Carver and Morgan (35) proposed to arody the Intermediate neutron
spectrum by activating a serieo oC thin wires (0.5 mm diameter),
each oC which possesses a distinct prominent capture resOnance.

..Diluted AI.alloys (0.05-5 w-%) oC Lu, Eu, Ir, In, Au, W, Be, As, La
and Cd were used, giving reecnanoea from 0.143 to 120 eV. SeveraJ
methods oC extracting this inCormation are possible and the search Cor
the optimum method is still in progress.

Other methods including resonance reactiol1l, such as the sandwich.
ColI or the gold.difference technique, are reviewed by Motell" (36.) An
extensive review is given by Zijp (12), who concludes that the whole
field oC intermediate neutron measurements is an underdeveloped
region. AdditionaJ inCormation oan be Cound in ReC. 31.

It is not yet juatiJied to make recommendatiol1l Cor a standard
procedure, while Cor many resonance reactions the required reecnance
data are not sufficiently well known.

3. Det.rmi1llllion of Ih. faslneutron opecIrum in a reoclor

The neutron energy region above _1 MeV is studied by means oC
threshold reactions, mostly (n, p), but also (n, cz), (n, fiaslon), (n, 2n)
and even (n, n') reactiol1l. The reaction rate Cor a threshold reaction is
given by equation (3.46), R - 4J. ii, where 4J is the equi\"alent 1laaIon
fiu. and ii the average cross seotion in a 1laaIon neutron spectrum. The
absolute activity D, (in disintegratiol1l per second) Cor an irradiation
time I& and a waiting time I is thus

D, - Niiop [1 - exp (-,\/&)] exp ( -,\/) (3.57)

I
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(3.58)

(3.59)

reaction &lid for the irradiation position used, if the induced activity
is absolutely counted (D).

A simple methcd to determine ~/'I'... without absolute counting is to
use \NH,>.HPO, &lid (NH,)sSO. &8 flux monitora. The thermal flux
gins rise to the reaction "P(n, y)UP (ao - 0.19 b), whereas the fast
flux induoes tho threshold reaction "S(n, p)UP (ii - 65 mb). As both
reactions yield tho same Isotope, only a simple relative measurement is
required to obtain ~/'I'...:

~ _ 0.19 x A.,. x N p

'1'1> 0.065 x A••T X N,

where N, and Np are the number of target atoms resp. of us &lid of
liP: A•.• and A"T are the lip activitiea Isolated from (NH.)sS0. &lid
(NH.)IHPO. reapectively.
If for several threshold reactions with widely varying Eofl values

the same k.factor is found for a given irradiation position, this means
that the fast reactor flux can be considered &8 &II unperturbed fission
l1ux. For the NRX &lid NRU reacto!s at Ch&Ik River, the k.factor
varies between 1/30 and 1/200 (25). Date for the BR.-l graphite
moderated reaotor at Mol.DoM (Belgium) are given in Table 3.8.

A third method sts.rt.s from the st&ridard reaction "'U(n, f), with a
low effective threahold energy (E'I _ 1.5 MeV), ii - 310 mb. After
chemical separation and absolute counting of a mgle fission product
(o.g. lIIBa, fission yield 5.1%), ~ can be calculated. Using this value
of 1[>, one can determine ii of another well known reaction with a high
effective threshold, such as "Al(n, «)UNa, E'I ~ 8.5 MeV. If ii - 0.61
mb is found - the preferred litllrature value of sever&! independent
inv..tigators - one can conclude that the fast flux has the character.
istie fission distribution above 0.5 MeV.

The following method is &II absolute one. IfaIEl is known, &IId/(E)
is supposed to be the Watt distribution, alE) X I(E) can be calculated
step by step &lid graphically integrated. For "'U(n, f) one calculates in
this way ii - 310 mb and for "Al(n, «), ii - 0.61 mb. (Figure 3.20.)
Iffor a given irr&di&tion position, a fission flux ~ is measured. nsing for
instance IIS(n; p)IIP, ii _ 65 mb &8 the threahold detector. which
yields the above ....Iuea 310 mb and 0.61 mb, this bOO indicates a fission
distribution.

(n, 2n) reactions normally occur at neutron energiea, higher th&Il
those which are of real intar..t for reactor studiea. Tho reaction

I.

I
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where N - number of target nuclei, &lid A- disintegration constant
for the radionuclide formed. Aboolute counting of DI yields ~, if ii is
known. Some frequently used threshold reactions are presented in
Table 3.10. It is always desirable to irr&di&te several threshold detectors
with different E'fl valuea, e.g. 'INi (n, p)UCo (2.6-5 MeV), "Al(n, p),
"'Mg (4.3-5.3 MeV), "Mg (n, p)"Na (6.3 MeV), "Al(n, «)"Na (7.3
8.8 MeV) ••• , each oUhem yielding a value of~. If always the same
~ is found, this indicates that the reactor fast flux at the irradiation
position concerned approximates well a pure fission spectrum above
say 1-3 MeV. Ths most frequently used threshold reaction is US(n, p)
uP, ii = 65 mb. Irradiations for threahold reactions are mostly carried
out under cadmium (0.7-1 mm) to limit tllermal activation of the
matrix and of some impurities, which would produce the same radio.
nuclide: example: Na-impurity gives "Na by (n, y) reaction, thus
interfering with the reactions "Al(!l, «)"Na and "Mg(n, p)"Na in
Al or }[g respectively.
Some general requirements for a threshold detector are:

the material should contain only one or predomin&lltly one stable
Isotope, to min!mjz~ the poBBibility for competing resctions:
the material should be available with &8 high a purity &8 poBBible:
the reaction should have a well known 'lVerage crOBB section ii of
convenient magnitude for fission neutrons with a good agreement
hetween experiment&! and calculated valu...:
the product nuclide should have a well known - and preferably a
simple - disintegration scheme, &lid a s,utablo half·life, and have
poBBibilities for rather simple aboolute activity dcte:mination:
the product nuclide should be the only remaining longer lived radio.
active one produoed by irr&di&tion, 80 that counting should be poa.
sible without chemical separation.
If the reactor is "stable", i.e. the ratio fast/thermo! flux is constant,

irradiation of a threshold detector can be avoided and replaoed by a
thermal flux monitor. For that purpose, a factor k is introduoed, which
is defined as follows:

fa - -~- Ill.!.
9'>u_ 'I't.b

Indeed, the reaction rate is given by R = ~ x ii - k x 'I'ul x Ii.
'I'ul can be determined, &8 deacribed in section VI, B. 1 of this chapter:
ii being known for a threshold reaotion, k can be calculated for this
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IIMn(n, 2n)IIMn (Ii I':l 0.16 mb, E•• _ 10.3 MeV) might become useful
In the future as a flux detector for long irradiations, bec.uae of the "!lIn
propertiea.

(n, f) reactions upon '''U and mNp have rather low effective
threeholda (-1.5 and 0.7 MeV respectively).

Besidea (n, p), (n, «) and (n, f) reactions, (n, n') reactions can also be
used, on condition that isomerr with measurable half.life are formed.
So one can replace the reaction "'lY(n. f) by lO'Rh(n, n·)to·"Rh
(Figure 3.16 and Table 3.9) (38). Ingley (39) reports studies with the
reaction "'Ba(n, n')"7IDBa, Ttl. - 2.6 m, Ii = 0.22 b, E, - 660 keV,
'E'l' I':l 0.66 MeV. E•• I':l 1.9 MaV.

In some cases it Is possible to obtain information about more than
one energy region by using an isotope. which gives different reaction
products:

Ezample 1:

'''Pb(n, n·).....Pb; T,l. = 67 m; Ii - 22 mb; E•• = 2.3-5 MeV

·"Pb(n. 2n)IOIPb; T,l. = 52 h; Ii = 3.3-5 mb; E•• > 8.9 MeV

Ezample 2:

"Ni(n, p)IICo; T". = 71.3 d; Ii _ 102 mb; E•• = 2.0-5 MeV

IINI(n, 2n)"Ni; T". - 37 h; Ii _ 0.004 mb; E•• = 12-13.7 MeV

Ezampk3:
Fabry (40) has pointed out that when bare and cadmium covered

indium foils are irradiated aimultaneously. values for thermal. inter.
mediate and fast lIux densities can be obtained:

lUIn(n, l')'l8mln; T". = 54 m; "0 = 155 b; I = 3505 b yielding
thermal and intermediate lIux denaitiea.

lUIn(n, n')115"In; Ttl. - 4.53h; Ii -166mb; E•• 1':l 1.5 MeV yield.
ing the fast lIux density.

A compilation of methoda and data Is given by Zijp (11). The
moat commonly used reactions are aummarized in Table 3.10. A
number of publications concerning fast neutron dosimetry can be
found in Ref. 31.

4. 14 MeV M1dron.j1u:eo!neulron. g....raloI'. ("P"" Ptza.Oonvention")

Copper is used as a lIux monitor. Irradiation witlt 14 MeV neutrons

leads to the formation of "Cu (T". - 10 min; fl> emitter) by the
reaction "Cu(n, 2n); "u )l.V I':l 500 mb (Figure 3.6).

At the International Conference on Modern Trenda in Activation
. Analysis. held at College Station. Texas. in April 1065, normalized

conditions for the lIux monitoring of a neutron generator were
presented. A copper disk of 99.9% purity, either 1 or 2.5 em diameter
hy 0.25 mm thickneas, is irradiated for 1 m and measured after aIm
decay by a 7.5 em x 7.5 em Nal(Tl) detector at 3 em from the top
surface of the crystal. (The thickness of the detector canmayvary from
2 to 4mm.)

The copper disk is mounted between two dlska of polystyrene or
lucite (0.95 em thick by 3 or 4.5 em diameter, depending on whielt size
of copper disk is to be used) to ensure that all positrons emitted in the
decay are annihilated in the immediate Vicinity of the disk source.
The resulting sandwich provides about 1 g/cm' of plastic on all sidea
of the copper disk.

Measurements are made on a multichannel analyzer incorporating an
automatic life·time correction circuit. The midpoint of the real counting
interval is used to correct for the decay. The absolute disintegration
rate is determined by the method of Heath (41), cJ~ equation (6.48).

A p
D - PzAB (3.60)

where D = disintegration rate of the source;
A p _ 0.511 MeV photo p<lak area in counts/m (minus the con·

tributiOJiof the Bremsstrahlung from 2.9 MeV fl»;
z = calculated efficiency eof the detector for the source geo·

metry being used;
A = absorption correction for the plastic absorber and detector

can;
B - branching ratio for the 0.511 MeV anniltilation radiation;
P - experimental photo peak efficiency.

Heath (e.g. Ref. 42) has calculated the quantity IIPzAB - 8.591
for a 1 em diameter disk and 8.703 for a 2.5 em diameter disk. Multi·
plying the photo peak area Ap by this factor, one obtains directly the
disintegration rate D with an accuracy of ±5%. This value Isused as a
measure for the neutron lIux at the irradiation site (Texas Convention).

The obtained value, calculated for a decay time equal to zero, is
divided by the area of the disk. giving the absolute activity per em'
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Reaction

TABLE 3.10
nata for threibOJd reactions

Abeolute counting Remark

..,
ex

Contribution or reaetion alp (n, y) alp Crom p
impurity ohould bo cbockod by irradiation with and
without Cd COVOl'.

Cbomlca1 form: (NH.),sO•• Cbomlca1 ..paration or
up activity. For irradiation in high neutron lluxee
it is bettt':r to use IIU1phur pilla.

"AI (n, II) uNa
1'11_ - 15.0h
g: - 0.61 mb
B p _ 3.28ldoV

Hen - 8.8 MoV (25)

US(n, p)-ap

1'1/_ - 14.3 d
.- 64mb
HI' - O.96MeV
E... _ 3.9 YoV (25)

··Fe (n. p) 'qrn
Tal_ - 303 d
• _ 66mb

E. ~ -0.16YoV
E.n - 4.3 MoV (25)

-

ElY,) - 1.368 MoV (100%)
ElY,) - 2.7M MoV (100%):
y-y coincidence

p"",~tor

E(p) _ 1.7 MoV (100%):
Calibrated OM tubo, 4,,·propomonal
oounter; liquid lICintillatioD counting

E(y) ;:::II 0.835 MeV (100%):
,...pcctromotry

AI should be froe or N. and irradiated under Cd to~
reduce UN. activity &om. uNa (n, y) reaction. ~~

I
~

~
~
~
~
><
~

Let liMn from uFe (n, p) decay (1' alII = 2.6 h).
Eliminate uFe activit,. from liFe (n, y) and possible
--eo activity from Co.impurity by chemice' eopo.ra.
tion MufFo + Co o. by ,...opoctromotry (UFo 1.13
1.31 HoV, "Co: 1.17-1.33 MeV). 0 ..... iron deplo~
in liFe and enriched in ··Fe

----- -- "--~--_._----=-_.- - -==--- .

~

"m (n. p) II (a>co

TIll - 9.13 hem)
71.3d

g: - 28mb (m)
74mb

E p sa -0.G2MeV
E... = U MoV (25)

"IRb en, n1 1..·.R.h
'1'1/_ - 58.'1 m
c; - 400 mb (52)
E... _ 0.6MoV

'''U (n, f)
a_310mb
B elI -I.511eV

E(7) - 0.810 MeV (99%)',.....poctrometry.
preforably with Ge(Li) detector of known
efficiency (to a\."oid 8pectral interforence
from 0.883 YeV pbotoFeak).
Special coincidence technique possible
(49): p+ particles detected with coinci·
dencoeeloctorusingtwoacintillationprobee
for 0.511 MeVannihils.tion.Tbe810keV y
quanta are detected with third ,.....detector.
Coi.."'lcidenC8l!l between signala or third de~

tector Rnd coincidence signals from the
other two detectors are measured

I.T.: 40 keY, large internal conveNion
gives 20 keY X~ray; special c:ounting
tecbuiquo (Ref. 38)

lULa {daughter or lUBa, fission yield
6.7%) Ee.,) - 1.6 MeN 1I7C. (fission yield
6.1~: Be.,) - 0.663 lIeV, well.known
decay lCheme: ,.~.pectrometry

No chemical separation nocessary.
Ni should 00 Cree of Co to avoid "Co activity from
the reaction "Co (n. y).
Attention: burn·up or JI(m)C.o: crt _ 1650 b; a,em)
=: 170.000b

Interesting because of low E.... But: Ir·impurity
{lUIr. eV3n for Cd·covered detector)

Uranium depleted in uSU (about 10 ppm .nu)

!'..
"c
~
"-
t
~
c
C".~
"~.
~
C,
•

t'!:J.
~i..~'
~~
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(3.61)

and per min (D'). The flux F fa then calouls.ted from equation (3.61).

F- D'
60"N8[l - e:rp (-0.693tbITlI,ll

where" - 14 MeV cross section for the reaction "eu(n, 2n)''Cu =
600 mb;

N = number of atoms/oml = 6.02 x 10" x wi63.6, w being·
the weight of copper in glom' in the disk;

8 = iaotopio abundanoe of ''Cu - 0.69;
Ib - Irradiation time _ 1 m;
Til' = hal£.life of ''Cu - 10:n.

An aotlvlty of 10' dlmlg C1., (email copper disk) oorresponds to an
abloIute neutron fln>: of 7.7 x 10' n om-I S-1•

More practical for routine aneJ;yeia fa fln>: monitoring with a low
geometry neutron counter (BF,) to measure the neutron output during
the Irradiation. The measnremflllt of lIN formed by the "0(n, p)IIN
reaction on the target cooling wster hai aleo been proposed (43).
Several authors UIS a plastio scintillator (44, 46) although thla counter
fa not apeoi1io for neutrons, so that other radiation fa aleo deteoted,
e.g. prompt gammas. Iddings (46) investigated the flu monitoring
systems naed with 14 MeV neutron generators, with speoial regard to
o:rygen analyeia. The reference aample system was found to be the
moat accurate. In some cases an internalstendard can bo naed (Chapter
10, seotion II, B, 40(4)).

The ~IP(n, p) "Si reaotion (threshold: 1.9 MeV; cross seotion in the
pertinent energy range Rl68 mb; produot radionuclide Til' _ 2.6 h,
E(ft) - 1.4 MeV, E(y) - 1.26 MeV) has been proposed for measuring
the neutron yield from the D (d, n)'He reaotion (neutron energy about
2.6 MeV) (47).

(0) DZTEBHINATION OJ' AarIVATION Caoss SBarIONS

I. ThermtdaaitllJlioncrw..ecIion("ol"rulaaitllJlionruon"nu integr"l (1)

AI .tated in ..ction VI, A and B, the th01'lllal and ......nanoe lIUJ:ea
for a given irradistion position in the reaotor oan be determined by
irradiation of a cobalt or gold monitor with and without oadmlum
cover. In section V, 0, 2, the EANDC recommendations were given to
ohoose the thiokness of the oadmlum cover.

The thermal aotivation cross section of any nuclide X can direotly be
determined by absolute counting of the induced aotivity after elimina
tion of the resonanoe aotivation (Rib - R -R.). If the cross section
follows the 1/v law, the thermal aotlvation oross seotion "0(2200 mls
value) fa obteined direotly, by application of equation (3.62) as .\, Ib
a:ld I are known, whereas 'i'lb fa determined by means of the gold or
cobalt flux monitor. The disintegration rate must obviously be calcu·
lated for a deoay time equal to zero.

D'h - 'i'lh"oN [1 - e:rp (-"Ibn. e:rp (->.I) (3.62)

Absolute oounting (Chapter 4, section III, F) of the activated material
fa usually carried out with a calibrated Geiger.MUller counter (known
efficienoy), with a ",.proportlonal counter (all betas are dotected from
the sample inside the counter) or by liquid scintillation counting. The
absolute disintegration rate can alao be calculated from the net photo
peak area, using a NaI(Tl) or Ge(Li) deteotor, of "Mch the efficienoy
is known as a funotion of geometry and ".energy.

From the ~admiumratio ORr, the total aotivation resonance integral
Iz (including the I/v tail) can be calculated ... appears from equation
(3.49) or (3.GO). Indeed, OR". or ORc. and ORz are determined, "0'.
is found by absolute counting, whereas "0, A. and 1A. (or "0," and
I ..) are well known. The' 1/v contribution olthe total activation reson·
anoe integral can be calculated, as described in seotion V. C, 2 of thla
chapw.

Although the principle ofaotivation measurements fa quite eimple, it
fa exceedingly difficult to obtain reproducible, aocurate data in practice,
with the result that many thermal activation cross sections are known
to only about 20% (Ref. 2). Tho sources of error are described in
Chapter 10. The efficienoy of the counter for Comple>: disintegrations,
in which several (I.energies, y.rays, converclon electrons, or X.rays
following eleotron capture may 00"lU' fa sometimes hard to estimate.
Moreover, the disintegration scheme andlor the exact half-life of some
radionuolides is not sufficiently well known. As already stated in section
VI, B, I, one must speoif'y what convention fa followed (Weatoott;
Horowitz, Niole, Hsgdahl, •••)

In some ve"'! speolal oases, ........ can be determined without
absolute counting of the activation produot of intMest - thus without
knowledge of the decay soheme - using .. second-order reaction
(Chapwr 10, section II, C, 3). Thla has, for instance, been done for the
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(3.66)o = O(n, y) + O(n, p)

O(n, y)
Oed = --oil + O(n, p)
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where O(n, y) is the "true concentration" of Ga in Ge;
O(n, p) is the "apparent Ga concentration" in Ge, due to the
(n, p) reaction with the matrix (oj. Chapter 10, section II, C, 1).

The.. two concentrations can be calculated from the measured activi·
ties, using equation (3.64) and (3.65).

.OR
O(n, y) = (0 - Oed) OR _ 1 (3.66)

O(n, p) = 0 - O(n, y) (3.67)

If the apparent Gs-concentration from the (n, p) reaction 0(0, p) Is
substituted into ~quation (10.34), a(n, p) can be calculated; if rpl'P'"
for the irradiatIon positIon iskno~ (see section VI, B, 3 of tbis chapter).
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Here: Aed and A - total "aa-activities isolated from the as-samplea
after irradiation with and without cadmium cover;

. "Cd and a = "Ga·activitiea from the Ga.impurity in the Gs
samplea with and without cadmium cover;
b _ "aa.activity due to the threshold reaction "ae(n, p)"aa
only;
OR = cadmium ratio of "Ga, determined by means of a Ga
standard.

Dividing equations (3.63) and (3.64) by the "aa-activity of the
aa.standard, which is irradiated under the same conditions without
Cd, yields tbo total "measured concentrations" 0 and Oed of the
ele",ent aa in both samplea: (only simple, relative measurementa)

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.65)

A=a+b

a
Aed = aed + b - OR + b

OR = alaCdas
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The reactIon rate for a threshold reaction Is given by equation
(3.46). Absol~te counting of the indnced activity, yields a, if the
equivalent fission flux rp Is known (see section VI, B, 3 of this ohapter).
1£ the k.value (equation 3.58) for a ginn irradiation position Is known
(determined by means of a suitable stando.rd sucb as "S(n, p» and k
is constant as a function of time, monitoring of the thermal flux is,
in principle, sufficient for the determination of the a of a thr..hold
reaction. As already stated above, irradiation is normally carried out
under cadmium.

Determination of a is po88ible without absolute counting, if the
reaction product ofthe threshold reaction, e.g. "Ge(n, p) ''Ga, can also be
obtained by thermal activation, e.g. "Ga(n, y)"Oa. (a. -.5.0 ± 0.5b).
(Obviously, a simllar reaction acheme oocurs when dealing with (n, eI)
reactions.) (26). In order to evaluate the contribution of each reaction,
i.e. the formation of''Ga from the Gs-matrix and from tbe Ga-impurity,
Ge and Ga sampl.. are irradiated with and ",itbcut cadmiu m cover.
The obtaIned activiti.. are given by:

~';",'
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reaction "Ge(n, y)"Ge using the second.order reaction "Gc(n, y) "Ge
Co "As(n, y)71As and for the reaction "OOs(n, y)"IOS, using .tbe
second.order reaction "OOs(n, y)'''Oa~ tnIr(n, y),IIIr after deter.
mining the apparent arsenio and iridium concentrations in high.purity
germanium and osmium respectively. Other po88ible reaotions can be
found in Table 10.8. If the cadmium ratios of Ge, 0., •.. and of
a cobalt or gold monitor are determined, a.11 can be computed using
equation (3.49) or (3.50). From the experimentally determined value
of a....... then follows a. and I, using equation (3.28). In order to
determine tbe thermal neutron lIux, which Is required for finding .
a....lor (see Chapter 10, section II, C.3), an absolute counting of lOCO
or IIIAu i. obviously required, but their disintegration scheme i.
well known.
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